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Weddington Speech At USD
Draws Pro-Life Protesters
by Chris Orr and Kent Sligh
Sarah Weddington, the winning
lawyer in the controversial Roe v.
Wade abortion case, spoke at
Camino Theatre last Friday.
At age 25 she was the youngest
lawyer to successfully argue a case
before the Supreme Court. She got
involved with the case when wait
ress Jane Roe wasreferred to her by
a group of women who wished to
see the law prohibiting abortion
changed.
A line of protesters lined the side
walk leading to Camino Hall be
fore Weddington's appearance.
"It's like Hitler visting a syna

gogue," one woman complained.
"It's like she's a role model for the
girls who go here."
The picketers believed that the
presentation was too one-sided.
"Who's going to speak for the
unborn babies?" one asked.
The protesters said they did not
believe students at our Catholic
university should be listening to
what Weddington had to say.
Several protestors went inside to
hear her speak when they learned
they were allowed inside.
"I want to see what a baby-killer
looks like," one woman said as she
walked in the theatre.

The majority of the picketers left
campus when the presentation
began, and there were no antiWeddington demonstrators outside
the theatre by the conclusion.
Weddington discussed the ad
vances that women have made since
Roe v. Wade and talked about how
she argued the case. The legal basis
for her case was the woman's fun
damental right to privacy, a right
not specifically mentioned in the
Constitution.
'The whole issue is not about
abortion, it's about who has the
right to decide," she said.
Continued on page 3

King Emphasizes Need for
Ongoing Rights Movment
by Donna Lagana
Last Wednesday Coretta Scott
King lectured to a packed Camino
Theatre of students and faculty
while dodging the controversial
issues posed by local media report
ers. King's lecture, "Perspectives
on Civil Rights", included com
parisons and reflections about the
civil rights movement from its
inception to the present.
She deferred involvement in the
San Diego Convention Center
controversy by saying she does not
like to get involved in local poli
tics.
King reminisced about the deseg
regation effort in Alabama, and the

violence used in repressing the
peaceful protestors.
"We kept the faith in the Ameri
can Dream. Somewhere we read
about
this
idea
of
democracy—Somewhere, we got
this notion that all men are created
equal."
King emphasized how the prin
ciples of the Civil Rights Move
ment stand the test of time. As
evident in the Philippines and in
South Africa's struggle against
apartheid, "Non violence, when
practiced—really works."
Recognizing the efforts of those
who have worked for the move
ment throughout the years, King

also said"[the] suffering and sacri
fices of individuals black and
white.. American people of good
will of all races" have affected a
change in America's society.
After making note of the fact that
the majority of the audience was
not even walking by the time Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. was slain,
Mrs. King tried to bring the current
movement into perspective with the
USD audience.
Although "Clearly we've come a
long way since the days of the civil
rights movement," Mrs. King
warned theaudience that the growContinued on page 2

Denny Dent paints portraits of music performers to their own songs.
Dent will perform March 30 at 11:15 in the parking lot west of the UC.

Two-fisted Art Attacks USD
by Linda McMillan
Denny Dent and his two fisted art
attack will be perform March 30th
at 11:15 am in the west parking lot
oftheUC.
Dent is a true real rock 'n' roll
painter. His show consists of play
ing two or three songs of a musical
artist's work, and with an enormous
black canvas in frontof him, armed
with three brushes in each hand, he
will paint the musician in thelength
of time it takes the songs to play.

Among all of the artists that he
plays, Dent's favorite is John Lennon.
The one hour show is enhanced
by loud music, amplified by Dent's
high fidelity sound system.
Dent has performed at colleges all
over the country and at the 1984
Olympics. He has also appeared in
concert with Neil Young, David
Bowie, B52's, Miles Davis, Stevie
Wonder, The Cure, and many more.
Continued on page 2

The Future of USD: Competition for Admission
The Last in a Three Part Series About the Future of USD

Dr. Cynthia Caywood, Coretta Scott King, and AS Vice President
Tom Gorman at King's speech here last Wednesday.
photo by Rafael Pinedo

by Damon Valentino and
Megan Nydegger
Looming large on theUniversity's
agenda for the next 10 years is the
$47.5 million capital campaign.
The fund will provide money for
buildings, endowed faculty chairs,
and student scholarships.
According to Vice President of
University Relations John McNamara, an endowment would
"enable the university to travel on
a flat plane towards its own goals,"
instead of worrying about thefluc
tuant nature of federal financial
aid.
Another effort on the agenda is
the internationalization of the

campus. McNamara points out
that "one cannot survive in this
world without being a global citi
zen." This holds true to the USD
community as well.
Since San Diego is one of the
largest border cities in the United
States, USD has an excellent op
portunity and challenge to deal
with migration in Southern Cali
fornia.
"Within ten years," continues
McNamara, "USD should antici
pate a morje culturally and ethni
cally diverse population to the
tuneofabout25-30 percent." This
does not mean, however, that the
student population will also in

crease.
Included in the ten year plan,
expanding from 1985-1995,aprojected enrollment size was set at
6000 students. Presently, student
population at USD is 5858 stu
dents. This number is not expected
to increase sharply.
The number of applications to
USD, on theother hand, mostlikely
will increase. While the college
age population in theUnited States
is declining, demand for higher
education is expected to remain
strong, especially in California.
Because of the increased interest
in USD, the University can begin
Continued on page 3
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Dr. Bob Russell is visiting USD thissemes
ter to set up the "Intensive Language
Model."
photo by Rafael Pinedo

Coretta Scott King
Continued from page 1
ipg materialistic trend in young Americans
(in general) coupled with their relative
(western) geographic isolation would result
in apathy towards working for an equal
society. "There is more to like than cars and
Compact Disc players.", Mrs. King noted.
King enumerated the current injustices still
prevalent in our society. She cited the fact
that black college graduates earn less than
white high school graduates, the lack of high
ranking blacks in government and oncampus racial conflicts, as evidence that the
civil rights movement has a continuingchal
lenge.'
King also spoke out on behalf of women's
rights. Recognizing that last Wednesday
was International Women's Day, she en
couraged women to be leaders in a"bold new
vision" of a more peaceful world.
"Women must be a moral vanguard for a
more compassionate, humanitarian world
community," she said.

Kaplan LSAT prepWe plead guilty!
The first, the biggest, the best.
We plead guilty on all counts to
giving LSAT candidates like you
the finest test preparation
possible.
Every year, Stanley H. Kaplan
preps more men and women for
the LSAT than anyone else. Why?
. It's simple! Our teachers are
LSAT specialists who know what
it takes to score. Our research staff
keeps you on top of the latest test
changes. Our home study pack and
audio study lab lets you get as
much LSAT practice as you need.
Want proof! Call or visit any of
our over 130 nationwide
locations. Ask about our free
repeat policy and our scholarship
programs. You'll find the profes
sionalism your future deserves.
Beyond the shadow of a doubt.

i DondeEsta El Profesor Russell?
by Diane Wellencamp
Dr. Russell esta aqui. "Bob" as he insists
his students call him within the foreign lan
guage department. Russell is here from
Dartmouth College to help implement the
Intensive Language Model in the Spanish
program.
Russell has been a professor of romance
languages and literatures at Dartmouth for
32 years. He received his undergraduate
degree at Knox College in Illinois, his mas
ters and doctorate from Harvard. He has
lived and studied in Spain and spent much
time in Mexico as well.
The program, currently being implemented
at USD is already in use at over 500 colleges
across the country.
Russell says the idea to start this "Intensive
Language Model" program at USD came
when in the summer of 1987 Sr. Sally Furay

was a student of his Dartmouth and brought
back the idea to start the program here.
The difference between this program and
the traditional one is that within theseclassed
you "do Spanish," you do not just leam about
it It is a very intensive, proficiency based
program.
Part of the reason Russell insists his stu
dents call him Bob is in attempts to break
down the barriers set up within traditional
classes. Classes consist of three core classes,
three drill sessions,and three labs a week, all
in which students talk and interact in Span
ish. "Languageis a social thing,"says Russell
and therefore, classes are designed not to
show off what the professor knows, but to
involve students in the process of learning
Spanish.
Russell says his greatest satisfaction here at
USD was when after two weeks of class his

students were addressing him and speaking
with him in Spanish, he seems to enjoy his
students and describes USD students as
"authentic and genuine."
Russell says "so far the program has been a
success" and he contributes much of this to
the "competence, caring and positive level
of enthusiasm," among the professors here.
He says like Dartmouth, USD is the type of
school that is always reaching for excel
lence.

Denny DentContinued from page 1
At Dent's performance, AS will raffle the
paintings he creates that day. The raffle
tickets will cost $1.
Dent paints over 78 different artists in all,
from which he will choose a few to perform
at the UC.

^No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes.}}

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Be
cause it costs less than you
think to hear your grand
mother start to giggle be
fore you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone®
If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800 222-0300.

1KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL (ENTER LTD.
DON T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 277-6744

AT&T

The right choice.
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USD Strives To Acheive
Cultural Diversification
by Yvonne Dunham
Did you ever have the feeling that you do
not know very much about the world around
you? The faculty here at USD has tried to put
a halt to this problem. A program has been
developed to internationalize both USD's
campus and curriculum.
When it began two years ago, the initial
plan was for a faculty member to take one
international theme,such as Latin America,
and create a 1-2 week course module where
the theme could be brought into a variety of
subjects ranging from economics to litera
ture. Every year and a half the theme will be
changed. The present focus is Japan.
To mark the tenth anniversary of the School of Education's Leadership Doctoral Faculty have also been involved in a series
Program, Dr. James MacGregor Burns spoke about the new dimensions of leadership. of luncheons hosting speakers on interna
photo by Robert Burnett tional issues, and workshops where they can
work on creating their new class modules.
Faculty members who wish to incorporate
an international theme into a class may re
ceive a $750 grant to be used toward media
by Jennifer Merriman
center materials and books for the class. A
Historically leadership has been equated
tionship between the leader and the follower,
requirement of the grant program is that the
but this theory is only suggestive of the
with management, but for Dr. James MacG
professor must speak to other faculty and
regor Bums, Pulitzer Prize winner for his greater work that needs to be done to make a
pass on the information about the topic.
universal concept."
book, "Leadership", leadership has taken on
A list called the International Inventory of
new meanings.
"A collective political-psychological lead

Leadership Takes On New Meanings

In a USD Education Seminar, Bums went
on to "Explore New Dimensions of Leader
ship" in last Friday's forum.
Bums' discussion focused on leadership in
politics and some of the components that are
interrelated to it.
In lightof his focus, Bums stated that today,
"conflict is essential to leadership and intellectualism." According to Bums, the nature
of today's elections has become a demean
ing struggle, like the game of "king of the
hill, everyone tearing down themanorwoman
temporarily on top of the hill," Bums said.
There isa decline in leadership which Bums
attributes to people "that don't really under
stand leadership."
We don't really know what it is." Many
people know a great deal about individual
leader's personal life, but Bums contends,
we really do not know what leadership is.
Bums sees as the most crucial thinking in
relation to the change in defition of what
leadership is in the leader/follower relation
ship, where he refers the work of Abraham
Maslow.
Maslow's theory on the Hierarchy of
Needs, Bums believes, "has been the most
crucial in altering and broadening the rela

ership ladder", which Bums believes com
pensates for the shortcomings of Maslow's
theory as well as several other theorists,
"understands that people have needs, but
when a leader can raise the hopes of the
people with legitimate needs, those needs
can be fulfilled. As the politician raises
those hopes, there is a reaction back toward
him that gives a little bit of a promise."
Bums continued to say, "there must be a
grain of truth in that promise. As this pheonomem takes place, there is a tendency on
both sides to make their hopes more con
crete.
While people's expectations of a promise
have become aroused, their expectations
become more "focused and powerful." The
leader has created other leaders and these
new leaders will demand that their entitle
ments are being fulfilled.
Bums hopes to see future leadership roles
in the the hands of women. 'There is a
certain set of qualities in leadership by women
that you do not typically meet in leadership
by men."
Bums' is optimistic that we will see "more
collective leadership, creative leadership and
moral leadership."
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The Future of USD: Competition For Admission
Continued from page 1
to demand more of accepted students. Currently, the mean GPA foracceptance to USD
is 3.27. The application deadline has also been moved up to May 1 from June 1.
However, Provost Sister Sally Furay states that USD will continue to take "serious
notice toward a student who has shown a pattern of growth throughout high school."
"USD docs not aim to be an elitist institution," Furay added. "The 1990s will be a
decade focusing on an increase in quality and productivity of students and faculty."
A lot of effort will also be put into building and maintaining relationships with the
growing number of USD alumni. According to McNamara, they are the "major
beneficiaries of who we are and why we exist"
There is, however, one aspect of USD that will not change. As Furay slates, "we will
remain the kind of institution that is value-centered, one that will never lose sight of the
individual student.

Weddington Speech Draws Protesters
Continued from page 1
In 1973, the Supreme Court decided 7-2 in
favor of a woman's right to seek an abortion
based upon an implied constitutional right to
privacy.
"The right of privacy, whether it be founded
in the Fourteenth Amendment's concept of
personal liberty... or ... in the Ninth
Amendment's reservation of rights to the
people, is broad enough to encompass a
woman's decision whether or not terminate

TOPS IN TRAVEL

"Tops In Service And Experience

&

Faculty containing information about over
150 faculty members, has also been devel
oped. The list includes languages spoken by
an individual professor, degree, and what
international research he or she has done.
This list can be obtained through Dr. Greg
Gazda of the School of Business.
"The purpose of internationalizing the
curriculum and campus here at USD is to
increase the international awareness and
sensitivity of the world around us," said
Dean Burke. Students will graduate with an
edge up on their colleagues by having a
heightened sense of global awareness. The
plan so far is to continue the development of
the international themes,and to continue the
faculty luncheons and workshops.
20 faculty members have also been se
lected to serve on a subcommittee for the
internationalization of USD. This commit
tee will be passing on information about
international projects occuring on campus,
and will also hold forums share with students
information about the various scholarships
existing for those who would like to study
abroad and how they might apply.

#
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San Diego, 92106

her pregnancy," wrote Justice Blackmun in
his opinion.
Weddington said that she was surprised at
the Courts trimester approach - that is a
medical definition of when a fetus becomes
viable- toward abortion since she had made
no mention of it in her arguements. Justice
Blackmun, who wrote the majority opinion,
had worked for the Mayo clinic and had
come up with the idea himself.
Currently, a new case is on the Supreme
Court docket, one that may or may not over
turn Roe v. Wade. Weddington feels Repro
ductive Health Services v. Webster, which is
going to be argued next month, could be de
cided any number of ways.
She noted several of the court's options:
overturn Roe v. Wade, uphold the decision,
not mention it, declare a right to privacy but
give states more regulative power or alter the
trimester approach.
She also suggested that people organize on
the local level in the event that Roe v. Wade
is overturned. Weddington noted that three
of the justices who decided in favor of Roe
are now over eighty years old, and since the
majority of justices are now conservative, no
one knows who has the tiebreaking vote.
Catholic Magazine Editor Father Peter
Stravinskas is scheduled to speak on April 4
at 7 pm in Salomon Lecture Hall to represent
the Pro-Life side of the issue.
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Maoists Burning
by Jonathan Canedo
Gregory Johnson is a self-de
scribed Maoist and a proud mem
ber of the Revolutionary Commu
nist Youth Brigade. He also has
said that the United States is "a sick
and dying empire" and called our
flag "a symbol of international
plunder and murder." He was also
arrested in 1984 in Dallas, Texas
for burning the American flag
during a protest in which he chanted
"America, the red, white, and blue/
We spit on you."
And this year, the Supreme Court
will hear an appeal from the ACLU
on Johnson's behalf that his arrest
and conviction on charges of dese
crating the flag violated his 1st
Amendment rights. I personally
feel that this entire appeal is so
much bull
.
He has stated that he has the utmost
respect for left-wing regimes that

allow no dissent and harshly crack
down on those who do dissent
B ut, then he wants the United S tates
to allow him to desecrate the
American flag and to allow him to
slander our country.
What would happen to Johnson if
he tried to ferment dissent in oneof
the regimes that he has so much
admiration for? What would hap
pen if he tried to demonstrate in
Hanoi or Pyong yarig? Instead of
filing an appeal, he would proba
bly be filling some shallow grave
or would at least be in a "reeduca
tion" camp.
How ironic that a person who
admires no dissent wants protec
tion for his own actions. If our
government was like the ones
Johnson likes, then there would be
no appeal, no arguments over rights.
When Iranian students, or anyone
else, burns our flag, we get very

upset at an attack on our country.
But, when it occurs in this country,
we argue overConstitutional rights,
we argue whether such actions
should be allowed.
The flag is a symbol of our nation.
It represents all that we stand for as
a country, things like freedom and
liberty that Johnson finds distaste
ful. It represents all those who
have died for this country, to pre
serve those rights for us.
Gregory Johnson is a repugnant
individual who wants the country
he hates to protect the rights he
feels no one should have. The
Supreme Court should reject his
appeal when it finally hears the
case. Under no circumstances
should some one be allowed to
desecrate our flag in any manner.
If anything should be burned, it
should be Gregory Johnson, not
the symbol of what we are

Wasteful Warriors
by John Herrmann
At a time when cuts have to be
made in the budget, the Pentagon is
trying to protect itself from major
cuts. These cuts have to be made
and the Pentagon should not be
immune. It is logical to look at the
military budget for cuts, since it
takes up about 26% of thiscountry's
budget and continues to spend
nearly 800 million a day!
6.3 billion dollars in spending cuts
have to be made to accommodate
President Bush's unrealistic
budget More has to be cut and the
Pentagon has to take the largest
cuts.
A first casualty of the cutbacks
should be SDI. This high-priced
Buck Rogersspace system is unre
alistic and too expensive. It is a
great waste of money and will be a
flop. Why spend billions of dollars
on something that would be a fail
ure?
It has also been suggested that one
or two aircraft carriers be retired.
We have to retire more than just
two. How about several? This will
frustrate Reagan's goal of 15 ac
tive flattops. The Soviet Union only
has two aircraft carriers, so why do

we need 15? In today's battlefield,
carriers are sitting ducks (especially
with the use of Exocet homing
missiles) and don't have as large a
role as they used to. They are also
very expensive. One aircraft car
rier costs about 3.5 billion and it
has to be escorted by three destroy
ers at $500 million each. Destroy
ers need to be protected by anti
aircraft cruisers at $1 billion each.
An attack sub is also needed, which
costs $800 million.
Also the 25 to 30 planes on the
aircraft carrier cost about $45 mil
lion a piece. This whole package
costs about $10 billion.
Another way to save billions is to
close unneeded domestic and over
seas military bases. Hopefully the
bases that are currently slated for
closing will be closed.
Overseas we don't need so many
bases. In an era of improving U.S./
Soviet relations, the usefulness of
these bases is rapidly diminishing.
While we spend so much money
protecting our allies they are wip
ing us out of the marketplace and
buying up the country. It is time
that the allies pay for their own
defenses. We have greatly outlived

our usefulness in Europe and Asia.
After 40 years it is time that we
bring many of our people home.
This country could also save
money by canceling the mobile
Minuteman missile and cancel the
program to put the MX missile on
railroad cars. Both are absurd ideas
and would cost billions.
Last but not least, the B-2 and B21 bombers should be scrapped.
One B-2 bomber costs about $500
million. The age of the manned
bomber is over. With interconti
nental cruise missiles we don't need
bombers. Why spend money on
these obsolete planes?
Bush has instated a freeze on the
military budget for a year, but this
is hardly a dent. The budget is
frozen. So what! They will still
have plenty of our and other coun
tries money to throw away. The
military budget has to be hacked.
If we don't cut back our military
budget and some of it's programs,
we will be sorry. The military
budget is taking money from much
needed programs and is hurting
our economy and industries. If we
want to cut our deficit we have to
slash the military's budget.

LETTERS TO THE VISTA
BATTLE OF BANDS
GOT BUM RAP
On Thursday I rushed down to
grab my copy of the Vista to see the
article on the much publicized
"Battle of the Bands". I was disap
pointed to find an ill-informed
writer complaining about an other
wise fun event. There was a small
picture of the third place band on
the side, and that was the best part
of the article.
The author complained about the
method in which the winner was
chosen, and went on to suggest that
the 'individual components' of the
band be judged. Try again, Phil. It
doesn't matter how good the
members of a band are individu
ally, unless the competition has
'solo' category.
The main criteria is how the band
comes across as a band.
If you compare the critics picks
and the 'Billboard Top 100' you
will find few if any similarities. As
far as originality goes, everyone
played covers, and some even acted
like their favorite musician,so that
category is useless.
So how do we choose the winner?
I'm afraid that applause and
screaming basically translates into
approval. And the first and second
place bands hadapproximately (no,
I didn't count heads) the same
amount of supporters present dur
ing their sets.
Some other missing pieces in the
article were names and interviews.
Who was that guy up there that
sounded good? Who was it that
pulled off theawesome drum solo?
Who showed the crowd how guitar
is supposed to be played? WHAT
WAS HIS NAME?
If this was the Sports Arena and
the bands were U2, The Cure, and
Oingo Boingo, I could understand
that interviews would be hard if
not impossible.
But most of those who played on
Thursday were students and easily
reachable. And at least a few names
could have been mentioned.
Another thing that should be
mentioned is that East of Eden
deserves the 'most guts' award.
The drummer has been playing for
a mere two months, the bassist for
six and the guitarist for seven. The
lead singer/guitarist was a guitar
teacher. They may have lacked
energy, but they showed USD that
they were not afraid to try.
Of course, I am happy with how

the contest turned out, but I cannot
think of a better way of judging
such a contest. If there are judges
next year, we'll be there too. And
as faras new bands, there was only
one band in the competition that
was together since before Novem
ber. So there are the facts and you
be the judge.
John Slaney

RPMRAGES
I would like to respond to the
March 2 article in the Vista about
the money spent to entertain resi
dents by Residence Programming
Machine.
Let's start with just the facts:
Residence Programming Machine
is a group of students who give
their own free time to program and
promote events since last semes
ter. Among the events offered have
been films, study breaks, a Hawai
ian luau (co-sponsored with Din
ing Services), and a comedy night
(co-sponsored with AS). Approxi
mately 375 students the luau.
One of the most entertaining
events was the comedy night with
approximately 75 students attend
ing. If an event is judged success
ful by the number of students in
attendance, then the study breaks
have been one of the most success
ful of our events, with students
continuing to come by long after
all the food and drinks were gone.
But, since variety is the spice of
life, RPM has tried to be innova
tive and creative in the types of
programs it offers students on the
weekends.
Although the sock-hop may not
have produced the "desired turn
out", the 30-35 students that did
show at intervals during the eve
ning didn' t stopdancing the whole
night. The amount of money spent
to host this event was $210.
It is rather discouraging to work
hard on an event and have a small
number of students show. But it is
also a learning experience. And as
Sam Attisha explained, "we are
trying new things and are open to
anything students want to see". The
door is open for anyone for posi
tive and constructive feedback from
any student who has ideas and
suggestionsaboutprogrammingor
promotion of events.
The RPM meetings are held on
Sunday at 4 pm in the Crossroads.
We welcome any concerned stu
dents with questions suggestions
continued on page 5
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Elephants never forget...

OPINION

But will we remember the elephants?
by John Herrman
Anytime ivory is sold it means that African
elephants have died. Poachers are threaten
ing the existence of these elephants. They are
killed just for the tusks. Since the early
1980's, the price of ivory has risen from $25
dollars per pound to$80 per pound. Because
of this rise in cost, poachers have resorted to
hunting down elephants illegally all over
Africa, killing the animals with everything
from automatic rifles to poison. Last year
about 10% of the remaining African ele
phants were killed. This reduced their num
bers to fewer than 750,000. It the killing of
these elephants continues at the present rate,
the wild African elephant could be near
distinction within a decade.
Ivory is fashioned into everything from
billiard balls to knife handles to necklaces
and figurines.
The business of taking ivory from dead or
live animals is highly regulated by the Afri
can government. On the international level,
there isa quota system that limits the number
of tusks each country can export.
Most of the ivory ends up in Asia. Hong
Kong is a major manufacturer and importer
of ivory jewelry, and 30% of their output
goes to Americans. In many areas of the
world, there is an enormous demand for
ivory. The poachers are filling the demand
demand by entering wildlife refuges in Af
rica, killing the helpless elephants, and tak
ing their tusks.
"People in the U.S. don't' connect ivory
with elephants," says Mark Stanley Price, a
director of the African Wildlife Foundation,
"but, every bracelet represents a dead ele
phant."
So far the quota system has proven ineffec
tive in controlling the trade. About 90% of
the tusks that enter the marketplace have
been taken illegally by poachers, and smug
glers have little trouble getting the ivory out
of Africa.
There has been a decline in ivory sales
around the world, but this is not because the
demand for ivory hasdropped, but because it
reflects a decimation of adult elephants. As
mature elephants are destroyed, it becomes

harder to satisfy the world demand for ivory.
The reduction in trade is sign that there is a
collapse of exploitable elephantpopulations.
The African countries where there are
elephants, should get tougher on poachers.
Poachers should face the death penalty for
killing elephants, or they should be shot on
the spot. This senseless behavior cannot be
tolerated. Other countries should give coun
tries like Kenya help in lowering the number
of elephants being killed. The sad fact is that
the elephants will still die, but if efforts are
taken to protect these elephants the number
being killed will go down. If this killing
continues we may some day have to go to
zoos to see these creatures and will have no
chance to see them in their natural habitat
Many African governments realize that if
elephants vanish so will tourists who flock to
see the creatures in their natural Habitat The
elephant is also a vital part of the ecosystem
in Africa. Someof the African governments
are making attempts to slow down theslaugh
ter.
In Kenya, armed patrols have orders to
shoot poachers on sight, but in many cases,
they are outgunned. In Kenya poachers have
killed a policeman and have wounded sev
eral others. These poachers will kill the
people thatare out to protect theelephants so
as not to lose their precious ivory.
I am apalled by the pictures of these great
beasts being felled by the powerful blasts of
rifles in the hands of the poachers. All be
cause of the demand for their ivory.
The sad fact is that some elephants will
have to be allowed to be killed. The ivory
trade can never be completely eradicated.
Some of the population will unfortunately
die. All elephants in Africa cannot be pro
tected no matter how hard conservationists
try. If they can manage to save some of the
larger populations of elephants, they will be
doing their jobs well. Actions have to be
taken to insure the existence of the elephants
and other animals for future generations.
The possible extinction of animals is nothing
to be taken lightly.

W ORLDVIEW:
Jonathan Canedo
Last week, the Polish government re
leased a statement effectively blaming the
Soviet Union for murdering thousands of
captured Polish army officers, including
hundreds of teen age officer cadets, in the
Katyn Forest in 1943.
While the Polish government was care
ful not to be to critical of the Soviets, the
simple fact that after forty years of silence
the Polish government finally spoke up
over this atrocity is important. The Polish
government has decided that finally it can
not ignore any longer this glaring blank
spot in Soviet-Polish relations.
This certainly helps the atmosphere for
the ongoing talks between the Polish gov
ernment and opposition groups, notably
the outlawed trade union Solidarity. The
Polish people have known for decades that
it was the Soviets who ruthlessly shot
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Views and Voices from
the USD community

LETTERS

Continued from page 4
or advice to come. We are always looking
for good ideas and better ways to service
the student body.
And hopefully we will see you and your
friends at our next event.
Jodee Gogek
Graduate Advisor, RPM

Rojas Responds
All this attention I've been receiving
concerning my reviews is great! It is good
to know that my writing is being scruti
nized and actually read by some. This
alone makes writing worth while.
Second, I wanted to respond to the
fellow from Minstrel who wrote the letter
"Roasting Rojas." I acknowledge the fact
that I was vague in my analysis of his
music. To set the record straight, their
performace was too loud, the voices were
harsh and difficult to understand, and the
rythms, meter, and timing of thedrums was
horribly off from the wailing bass and lead
guitar. All this caused a low quality musi
cal sound.
Finally, I must say a few words to Mary
Smigielski. Any person who has attended
a LARK realizes that it is composed of
music, of people, and of food. In the
review of Minstrel,I talked about the people

Singin' the
Bookstore Blues
The Bookstore management would like
to correct some innaccuracies in the
"Bookstores Prices" article. It is true that
textbooks carry a gross margin of 26% at
the USD Bookstore; however SDSU has
maintained a %26 margin for many years,
while UCSD is at %25 for most required
texts, rather than the %23 percent margin
stated.
The lower margin on law books is due to
the lack of freight chargesand the fact that
this inventory is carried on a consignment
basis. These arrangements are not made
available by publishers of undergraduate
textbooks. Finally, although it would be
easy to lay the blame for inadequate stock
as stated in the article, thereare occasions
when the Bookstore has erred as have the
publishers and frieght companies.
Leroy Weber
Bookstore Manager

Editor's Note: The figures given in the
article were obtained from the manage
ment at the UCSD and SDSU bookstores.

ABORTION:

Women have the right to choose
by Jennifer Merriman
The legal and ethical issues which surround
whether or not abortion should be legal or
illegal continues to be a very sensitive topic.
America is boastful that it is a country that
does not deny the freedom of rights of any
individual. To make this ideal workable,
however, freedom must apply to all aspects
of life. To deny one persons right and then to
permit another based on another's own per
sonal ethical and moral beliefs, is not some
thing to boast about
I am talking only about abortion here, which
means I believe that we, as a society, do not
have any justifiable reason to deny those

KaTYN FOREST REVISITED I

those officers and then dumped their bodies
in mass graves. Most western governments
also put the blame for the Katyn massacres
squarely on theshoulders of the Soviet Union.
But, the Soviets have maintained, against
all evidence, that it was the Nazis who killed
the Poles. However, Soviet forces and Soviet
forces only occupied the Katyn area during
the time which those officers were executed.
Still, the Soviets refuse to acknowledge what
they did.
It is also significant to note that the Polish
government's hand was slightly forced to
take this position. The government desper
ately needs the cooperation of Solidarity in
order to fix their economy. With strikes and
demonstrations still occuring throughout
Poland, the Polish government did not need
the added headache of denying what the
evidence had been screaming for forty years.
However, despite the reasons behind the

and music, in this latter one I talked about
the food and music. Also, I would like to
point out, both mine and Mary's names
were spelled incorrectly.
Saloman Rojas

women who make a personal decision to
choose to have an abortion.
Everyone has their own personalized mor
als thatare influenced by family, society and
religion, which are all internalized to formu
late a woman's ethical standards. Simply
because another person has not calculated
abortion as being morally acceptable into
their ethical formula, does not mean that
abortion is morally wrong for everyone.
A woman must be able to make her own
decision as to what is best for her according
to her own ethical and moral formula, not
somebody else's.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

official statement, it is commendable that
finally the Polish government has moved to
write this horrible incident into their history
books after trying to deny it for so long. And
in the age of Glasnost, it is also significant
that the Soviets still continue to deny any
responsibility. This shows that while Poland
has taken a step forward, the Soviets for all
their appearances have still not progressed
all that much.

In the past few weeks, a bitter fight has
raged over the issue whether to rename the
San Diego Convention Center in honor of
Martin Luther King, Jr. And recently peti
tion slips in favor of renaming the Conven
tion Center have been circulated by the Martin
Luther King Tribute Coalition. Passions
have been inflamed over this issue and many
of the Port Authority meetings have disin-

tergrated into simple name calling between
the opposing sides.
All of this raises the question of why
should the Convention Center be renamed
for King? If it is to truly honor this man,
then I have no trouble with this proposal
and I heartily endorse it.
But, if the proposal simply glosses over
the real problems concerning race rela
tions in San Diego, then I can not agree to
it. This city does not need an empty
gesture. What the city needs is real work
towards solving the problems facing it.
Martin Luther King, Jr spent his life
trying to end many of the problems westill
face today. To simply name the center for
him then ignore the real problems would to
be slander the memory of this great man.
But, if the debate over this issue stirs
discussion and action, then the city should
go ahead with this proposal.
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Campus News In Brief
Juniors To Spend Spring Break In The Sun

Spring Break Promises Sun and Fun
by Kristin Borella
The thought of Easter brings many feelings
to mind, especially for a college student. By
this time of the year, the pressures of school
have become extreme and the thought of
spring break brings a feeling of relief.
For many, this time of year holds signifi
cance becauseit is a time filled with religious
meaning. The thought of Easter also brings
to mind the change of seasons from winter to
spring and a time of new life.
For college students, the Easter break is a
classic time for vacationing and spending
time with family and friends. When asked
about the meaning of Easter, sophomore
Chris Caulson said, "I think of when I was a
little boy and going to church with my fam

ily." Senior Rob Guglielmo said, "Because
I am from the East coast, Easter is a sign of
spring and new birth. At this time things tum
from grey to green and it's really nice to
watch." Sophomore Angie Anderson said,"I
think of family most of all, but sometimes it
is hard being so far away from home."
Finding new vacation spots is always a
challenge during this time of year. The most
popular areas are of course Palm Springsand
Lake Havasu.
USD student Wendy Jevne said, "For the
break I plan to join my family in Florida and
enjoy the time in the sun and being with my
family." Moira McCool and Jennifer Bourguigenon plan to make a trip to San Fran
cisco and explore the Bay area.

Social Issues Sponsors Essay Contest
by Diane Wellenkarap
The Social Issues Essay Committee is cur
rently sponsoring an essay contest with the
theme, "The Americas diverse path, com
mon future?"
The essay should consider the common
link between the past and the future, in such
areas as government, science, technology,
ideology, literature, ecology, or religion.
Essays will be judged on clarity of thought
and quality of expression.
The contest is open to both graduate and
undergraduate students with separate prizes

available toeach. The prizesconsist of: $75,
1st prize, $50,2nd prize, $25,3rd prize and
five honorable mention prizes of $5 each. In
addition to the cash award the two first prize
winners will have their stories published in
University publications.
Application forms can be picked up at the
Volunteer Resource Center, or at Student
Associations in the U.C. All entries must be
typed, doubled spaced, and no longer than
1,000 words in length.
Essays should be delivered to the Volun
teer Resource Center by April 10, 1989.

The Junior class will be sponsoring a trip to Palm Springs over Spring Break. 120 jun
iors will be heading out Saturday, April 22 to stay at Westward Ho Hotel. For more in
formation and tickets,contact Junior senators, Bob Jackson or Brian Wink. The final day
for buying tickets is Wednesday, April 5.

Bookstore Returns Textbooks
The bookstore will start to return leftover Spring Textbooks to the publishers starting
Monday, March 20. Once a book has been returned, it can't be retrieved before finals.

Clubs Unite In Attempt To Achieve World Peace
Several USD World Peace clubs may be uniting their efforts. A meeting will be held
April 12 at 7:00 pm in the UC Forum for the clubs involved. Organizations such as
Amnesty International, the Apathy Club, Peace It Together and Progressive Students
will be represented.

Environmental Studies Sponsors Program
Bob Schaderwald will present a free program on "Perpetual Search for Perpetual
Motion" Saturday, March 18 at 10:30 in the UC Forum A. The program will be spon
sored by Environmental Studies and Southern California Skeptics.

Scholarships Provide Students With Funds For Education
American Association of University Women - San Diego Branch
Several scholarships are being offered to undergraduate women students who have com
pleted at least 45 units, and have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better. Applicants must be
a resident of one of San Diego County. Three letters of recommendation are required.
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS APRIL 15,1989.

Marin Educational Grant

Undergraduate Marin county residents who arc enrolled on at least a 1/2 time basis may
apply. The grants range from $2,000 - $500. APPLICATION DEADLINE IS APRIL
1,1989
National Educational Enrichment Systems. Inc:
Two types of scholarshipsarc offered to undergraduate or graduate students. The "Presi
dential" scholarships will be for a minimum of $2,000 and require a 2.6 GPA. The
"Trustee" scholarships will be for a minimum of $1,000 and require a 2.5 GPA. Both
will be based on need, and recommendations. APPLICATION DEADLINE IS APRIL
1,1989.

MEET THE RSS0CIRTED STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY

OF

Rre you thinking about being a member of the R.S. n e x t year?

SAN * DIEGO

Do you haue s o m e questions for the present R.S. officers?

hti

C o m e a n d m e e t t h e U.S. o f f i c e r s :
Thursday, March 16

12:00 - 1:00
UC 105AB

T H E

Film Forum
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II

Star Trek IV
Wed., March 2 9
8:00 p.m.
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n

A S S O C I A T E D
S T U D E N T S
WOULD LIKE TO WISH
EACH AND EVERY ONE
OF YOU TO:

HAVE A GREAT

SPRING
BREAKIII

R .S. E l e c t i o n s
Candidates
Informational
Meeting
Thursday, March 30
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
UC 1 0 7
Come be a part of the
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Foreign Study Programs
Expand Student's Horizons
by Celine Vachon
Even though USD is located in one of the
most beautiful cities in America, occasion
ally, one might feel the urge to travel to far
and exotic places. What better way to see
and experience the world then tostudy abroad.
USD offers students the opportunity tostudy
abroad while earning academic units which
apply towards graduation.
The USD affiliated foreign study programs
are offered in the countries of England,
France, Italy and Spain.
Studying abroad not only allows for aca
demic advancement but also for exposure to
different cultures and people.
England offers students two educational
opportunities in Oxford. This cultural center
"combines traditional ceremony and the
beauty of ancient buildings with the bustle of
and facilities of a lively modem industrial
city."
The first program offered is through St.
Clare's Hall, an independent international
college geared primarily towards the liberal
arts.
The Center for Medieval and Renaissance
Studies is another private institute in Oxford
which provides specialized courses in Me
dieval and Renaissancestudies and in liberal
arts.
The four foreign study programs in France
are spread throughout the country. In Aixen-Provence, "one of the major university
centers in France," the Institute for Ameri
can Universities(IAU) offers courses in the
areas of European Studies, French language
and literature, fine arts and general liberal
arts.

Avignon, located in the Rhone Valley near
the Mediterranean, allows the student to
study the French language and general lib
eral arts courses taught in French. The
classes are taken at the Centre d'Etudes
Francaises and at the Universite d'Avignon.
Also in France, at Toulon, located between
Nice and Marseille, students can study the
French language, literature and European
Business. The courses, as at Avignon, are
taught primarily in French.
The fourth program is available in the city
of "tradition, craft and culture. . .," Tours.
Only two business students are permitted per
semester to study at the Ecole Superieure de
Commerce, a business school offering
courses including international financial
management, international economics, and
international trade.
Italy provides two more programs for for
eign study. In Florence, at the ScuolaLorenzo
de' Medici, courses are taught in Italian
language, literature, civilization, art and art
history.
Another opportunity for business majors is
in Milan, "the design capital of Italy." Two
students can be sent per semester to study at
Universita Commerciale Luigi Bocconi,
Italy's finest business school. The courses
are taught in English and Italian.
The final USD affiliated foreign studies
abroad program is located in Toledo, Spain.
In Toledo, through the International Pro
gram of the Ortega y Gasset Foundation,
courses are offered in the Spanish language,
literature, humanities, and the social sci
ences. A thorough understanding of the
Spanish language is required as the courses
are taught in Spanish.
The tuition for the programs is the same for
a full time student attending USD.
In addition to the university affiliated for
eign study programs, students may also take
part in non-affiliated programs approved by
USD. The courses of study must be ap
proved prior to leaving USD.
USD's own Guadalajara Summer Program
provides students another way in which to
study in a foreign country without actually
going "abroad." During the summer, stu
dents can earn credits in subjects such as
Spanish and Latin-American literature,
Spanish language, social sciences and fine
arts in both lower and upper division areas.
For additional information, visit the For
eign Study Program Office(Desales 216) or
attend the Study Abroad Advising Sessions,
offered weekly.

President Hughes to Answer Questions
by Donna Lagana
On March 30 President Arthur Hughes will participate in an open student/faculty
forum, sponsored by AS.
According to AS Secretary of Academics, Michael Bontc-Fricdheim, the forum offers
every student "the occasion for interaction" with our University's president.
"I'm sure it's going to generate widespread student interest. The forum provides one of
the few opportunities for students to meet the president in an informal basis," BonteFriedheim said.
President Hughes will deliver a short presentation before opening up the floor for a
question and answer period.
The forum-style approach has been used in the past with different administration per
sonnel and with varying degrees of success.

Students participating in this year's semester at sea are: (Back L to R) Kerri
Rosenblum, Stephen Ascuaga, Mike Fahey, Emelie Tirre, Molly Montgomery,
Allyson Thomas,(Front L to R) Tim Peterson, Danielle Bittner, Brynn Kirkland.

Embark On An Educational Voyage
by John Damrose
The "Semester at Sea" program , admini
stered by the Institute for Shipboard Educa
tion and academically sponsored by the
University of Pittsburgh, takes approxi
mately 450 students, from college and uni
versities across the United States and abroad,
around the world each fall and spring se
mester.
Classes meet daily during the voyage,
which itself lasts 100 days. Most courses
are transferable to the student's home insti
tution. Students may choose from among
50 lower and upper division courses from a
variety of disciplines.
Faculty are visiting professors from insti
tutions across the U.S. and abroad. All of
the faculty have extensive resident interna
tional experience which serves to integrate
course content with countries on the itiner
ary.
During the voyage on the S.S. Universe,
students stop at a variety of ports, and may

choose from a wide range of structured
travel opportunities, not to mention inde
pendent travel.
Activities in port can include home stays
with families in the countries, visits to uni
versities, travel to places of historic, cul
tural, and religious significance, or simply
free travel to experience life in thecities and
rural areas. Stays in port range from 3-7
days.
For the Spring 1989 voyage, the first port
of call was Cadiz, Spain, followed by Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia; Odessa, The Soviet
Union; Istanbul, Turkey; Madras, India;
Penang, Malaysia; Singapore; Shanghai,
People's Republic of China; Kobe, Japan;
and Keelung, Taiwan.
The Fall 1989 voyage will depart from
Vancouver, British Columbia, as scheduled
in September.
Additional information may be obtained
from Semesterat Sea, Second Floor, Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260.

Foreign Students Visit USD
A unique visit to USD's campus will take
place on Friday, March 17, when a group of
faculty, administration and staff from the
University of the Sacred Heart, Tokyo, will
stop briefly in San Diego.
For the past 15 years, students from Seishin
University have been coming to the campus
of USD each summer for a special English
Language and Culture Program organized
by Manchester Center. Seishin students
have returned to Japan after their month of
study in the US with enthusiastic reports
about theirexperiences, and faculty and staff
at their home university have heard great
things about San Diego.
Sister Takako Uchiyama, a Religious of the
Sacred Heart and president of Seishin Uni"versTty is theleadeTofthe groufToflS per

sons from this Japanese women's university.
Accompanying her are Professor Hise Teranaka, dean of students, and several mem
bers of the Seishin staff.
The idea for the tour originated with Sr.
Uchiyama who wanted to provide an oppor
tunity for an international experience for
some members of her university who would
otherwise not travel to the US. Many of the
members of thegroup have never been out of
Japan.
USD was chosen by the organizers of the
tour as one of the first places to see after their
arrival in the US. After leaving San Diegoon
March 17, the group will visit Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and Seattle, returning toTokyo
at the end of March and just in time for the
'BegmningoFtheir school year in April?
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USD Reacts to Possible
Terrorist Bombing in S.D.
by Jonathan Canedo
The blast last week that destroyed Captain
Will Rogers Ill's wife's van has left many
people speculating about the cause of the
explosion. The question of whether the at
tack was caused by terrorists seeking re
venge for the shooting down of an Iranian
airplane last July has been raised and is being
considered by investigators.
As a result, the Vista talked to several stu
dents and faculty members to find out what
they thought about the incident. The Vista
also spoke with John Ruggie, a professor of
International Relations at UCSD and a con
sultant to the United Nations and the federal
government on terrorism.
While several of the students to whom we
spoke jumped to the conclusion that the at
tack was conducted by terrorists, John Rug
gie and the professors spoken with all cau
tioned against reaching premature conclu
sions as the investigation of the bombing has
only begun.
Professor Marilyn Madison, professor of
Political Science and Middle East expert,
stated, "It is highly unlikely any terrorist
group would commit such an attack then fail
to claim responsibility." It is also uncon
firmed as to whether the any Iranian group,
likely suspects if this proves to be an act of
terrorism, has the capacities to strike inside
the United States.
Madison continued that it would be unwise
to make any connection between Iranians in
this country and this incident without strong
evidence.
Professor Randy Willoughby, Political
Science, concurred with Dr. Madison and
also added, "though the possibility [of it

being a terrorist attack] is there, it is a very
tough situation and it would be highly irre
sponsible to speculate at this time."
Ruggie stressed the point that one has to be
very careful to avoid jumping to conclusions
on such a potentially sensitive area. He also
stated that some people are started to feel
paranoid about this incident and for that
reason any conclusion reached before the
investigation would rash.
However, some students had already made
up their minds.
Junior Rich Stephan told the Vista that
because of the connection with the USS
Vincennes one could just assume that the
bombing was a result of terrorists.
Sophomore Eric Brown agreed with Stephan
stating that is was probably a terrorist attack.
Kristen Chalbreg, a junior, also emphati
cally stated that she thought it was a terrorist
attack caused by the Vincenne's incident.
But, not all of the students thought that
terrorists were necessarily responsible.
Freshman Laura Gacek thought it may of
simply been someone with a grudge against
the Rogerses.
Students also were split on what the United
States should do if it is proved that terrorists
were responsible. Their responses ranged
from taking the issue to the United Nations to
military action against the parties respon
sible.
When asked what he thought the United
States would do if such proof was uncovered,
Ruggie stated that because of unknown fac
tors, including links between countries and
terrorist groups, it would be impossible to
answer that question at this time.
Greg Barnes contributed to this article

Cafleiidlaiir
by Linda Bush
THEATER:
There is truth to David Byrne's movie,
"True Stories." Small towns in the coun
try of America's heartland boast a differ
ent breed of people . "Greater Tuna" is
both Texas' third smallest town, and the
play currently running at Horton Plaza's,
Lyceum Stage. The original New York
cast performs theircomedy, country, HceHaw roles to perfection, big shiny belt
buckles and all. Shows through April 12.
Call 235-8025 for ticket information.
FILM:
Hurry! Time is running out to see the
annual "Festival of Animation" at the La
Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art.
Along with my favorites, "Nitcmare,"
"The Cat CameBack,? "PrimitiTooTaa,"
"Lea Press On Limbs" and especially
"How To Kiss" (dates be warned), are
some 12 other short animated films from
various countries. Tickets sell out fast on
weekends so buy in advance at all Ticketmaster outlets. Runs through March 30
on alternating dates. Call 459-8722 for
details.
USD's own Dr. Ben Nyce will appear in
person at the Ken theater March 21 as he
presents Satyajit Ray's "Apu Trilogy."
Ray, hailed as India's premiere film
maker, leaves his mark in these three
films which mark the life of a young
Indian man. "Panther Panchali", 5:00

Hazy Fantazies Come
to Life at Rio's Club

by Carolyn Burke
Hazy Fantazy productions has come up
with the ultimate in nightclub entertainment,
something for everyone.
If you are over than 21 and not to old to have
fun, this could be the place for you. David
Lennartson, Mark Varo and Kenton Parker
have put their heads together and decided
that the concept of a nightclub doesn't have
to stop with the music. They have designed
what you could call the nightclub of the
future. Appealing to the eye as well as the
ear.
This past Friday night at Rio's on West
Point Loma Boulevard, Hazy Fantazy com
bined great dance tunes with original, ab
stract paintings done by one of the partners,
Kenton Parker.
If that's not all, which should have been
enough to keep any young adult busy for a
night, Hazy Fantazy extended the "club" into
what they call secondary entertainment. This
consisted of cigarette girls, tequila shot rep
resentatives (who wielded kamikaze squirt
guns), and dancers encircled by neon cages.
If the hustle and bustle of the dance floor got
to be too much tor you, you could always
move to the back bar. This area had pool

pm,"Aparajito," 7:10 pm, "World of Apu,"
9:30 pm. Call 283-5909 for more informa
tion.
MUSIC AND DANCE:
The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra appears
at theCivic Theater March 20,8 pm., S15$50. The Los Angeles Philharmonic is
also at the Civic, March 25,8 pm. Tickets
are $18-526.
The Monte Vista Dance Company brings
their "Spring Dance Concert" to the East
County Performing Arts Center, March
31-April 1. Tickets arc 55 for the April 1,
2:30 pm performance and $6 for both days
at 7:30 pm. Students dance to choreo
graphed numbers in ballet, jazz, TAP, and
musical theater. Call 660-9902 or the East
County Performing Arts Center at 4402277 for more information.
ART AND EXHIBITIONS:
Want to know more about Jackson Pollock
or Lichtenstcin and Warhol? You're in
luck... The La Jolla Museum of Contem
porary Art hosts two lectures. "Abstract
Expressionism" is the topic of study on
March 18 and "Minimalism and Pop-Art"
comes into focus April 15. FREE for
students. Take advantage of this aesthetic
opportunity from 10:30-11:30 am in the
museum'sCoastRoom. Call454-0267 for
directions.

KEY TO FALL 1989
HOIJSTNG

tables, pinball machines and a refreshing
outdoor patio. If all of this didn't scratch
your entertainment itch, you could catch any
one of the movies they were showing, includ
ing Easy Rider and the Best of Bruce Lee

SIGN-UP
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Continued on page 9
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Present Special Interest Housing Re-Applications Due
Student Initiated Group Special Interest Housing
Applications Due
Squatter's Rights Option Available

March 28-April 21
March 28-April 27 Draw Lottery Numbers
Thursday, April 27 LAST DAY TO ENTER LOTTERY
April 29-30
Room Sign-up Weekend

3pm - 5pm

We offer tutoring for all papers in any suBject:
and foreign language

April 7
April 7

REMEMBER: A $150.00 Room Reservation Deposit is necessary
to sign up for fall housing. Housing is not guaranteed until the
necessary forms and 1989-90 Housing and Dining Services Contract
is completed and on file in the Housing Office.

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
THE HOUSING OFFICE
Mission Crossroads Building
Extension 4622 Mon.-Fri.
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Investigators Continue to Investigate S.D. Bombing
by Murphy Canter
The wifeof Capt. Will Rogers III, skipper of
San Diego based USS Vincennes, escaped
unharmed moments before a pipe bomb ex
ploded under her van last Friday.
As of press time, the motive behind the blast
remains under investigation. Allegations of
terrorist involvement have not been substan
tiated.
Early Friday morning as Sharon Rogers
drove to work at a private elementary school,
she heard two loud noises. She thought that
she had been hit by a car from behind. When
she got out to check for damage, her car
exploded into flames.
Five Law Enforcement Agencies
Investigators from five law enforcement
agencies, headed by the FBI, searched the

area of Genessee Avenue just south of La
Jolla Village Drive for clues most of Friday.
They determined that the explosion was
caused by a home-made pipe bomb placed in
the rear of the Toyota mini-van.
The FBI stated that the two initial loud
bangs apparently came from one or two
explosive devices and that the apparatus was
connected under the van's transmission.
Terrorist Action?
Although investigators have speculated that
the bombing was a terrorist act of retaliation,
motives such as a disgruntled sailor have not
been ruled out.
Last July Capt Rogers gave the order to
bring down an Iranian aircraft mistakenly
identified as attacking Iranian jet fighter over
the Persian Gulf. After the downing of the

plane Iran said it would seek retribution for
the deaths of innocent civilians.
Iranian Allegations
Allegations of Iranian terrorist groups being
behind the attack were not confirmed by the
FBI. FBI spokeswoman Kathy Kennedy said
in Washington, "We have never made any
linkage to Iran since this incident happened."
Further speculation includes that found in
the Iranian newspaper Kayhan International.
It states that the FBI planted the bomb to
provoke anti-Iranian sentiment.
The Kayhan International indicated that the
plot was linked to Western anger over the
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's death threat
against author Salman Rushdie.
The editorial, summarized by Iran's official
Islamic Republic News Agency, concluded

How to get
through college with
money to spare:
•eifc.

1. Buy a Macintosh.

Jt
-

-

Hazy Fantazycontinued from page 8
Karate Fighting.
Although music (great music) and art are
the main emphasis of this new form of night
life, Hazy Fantazy seems to have expanded
the concept of a nightclub into something
you can enjoy even if you don' t like to dance.
The next time you can experience it is April
14 at the same location, Rio's on West Point
Loma Boulevard. Don't miss if

Re: Spring Break

I

Mill

that this "will not be the last attempt to
implicate Iran" over the Rushdie controversy.
FBI spokesmen refuse to comment.
Members from the law enforcement agen
cies involved in the investigation, the FBI,
the Naval Investigative Service, the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms and the
County Sheriffs Department, met last Sun
day to "evaluate the investigation" and de
cide on its course over the coming days and
weeks. Further details were not available.
FBI Seeking Public Help
The FBI is asking the public for help in
determining whether the bombing was a ter
rorist attack or was motivated by other rea
sons.
One law enforcement source said several
construction workers near by reported that,
moments after the explosion, a red car quickly
made a U.-turn over the traffic median on
Genesee and sped from the scene. Witnesses
reported that the car had four occupants. It is
ucertain whether the car has anything to do
with the incident.
FBI spokesman Gene Riehl said "we would
like to find somebody who saw something
very suspicious. We're looking for people
who saw anything suspicious" around the
bombing scene.

Have a def, awesome, EXCELLENT,
bitchen, freakin', gnarly, terrific, erotic,
mischevous, exotic, fulfilling, rowdy yet
obedient, zany , FUNKY time!!!!!! But
don't drink and drive houseboats!

j j I ' '

2. Add a peripheral.

CRIIISF, SHIP JOBS
Now hiring Men and Women.
Summer & Career Opportunities (will train).
Excellent Pay Plus World Travel. Hawaii,
Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc.

CALL NOW! (206) 736-7000 Ext. 202J
(call refundable)

« Apple PJW Half

UJflNTED:
3. Get a nice, tat check.
Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh" SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple*peripherals you add on-so you'll save up to $800.
Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

Apple Pays Half

Academic Computing
In affiliation with USD Bookstore
© 1989Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Certain restrictions apply AH rebates subject to
strict compliance uitb the Terms and Conditions of the Apple Hps Half Program Guidelines, mailable from your authorized Apple reseller Offer mid ubere prohibited by hue.

FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES,
JUNIORS, SENIORS,
AND GRADS.
Earn up to $1,000
this semester in your spare time
representing major companies
for on-campus
marketing projects.
Must be hardworking.
Hours are flexible.
CALL BILL
AT
(619) 463-1230
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(The Oscars, they are approaching. Wednesday night, March 29th we will be
witness to a horde of over-dressed, over-stressed celebs clawing their way to the
stage to accept a token of theirappreciation. This year's nomineesfor best picture
offer a variety of themes and narratives. That appeals to us. We don't know why.
Hence we decided to interview members of the USD community, specifically
those who may have some special insight into the specific elements of one of the
five offerings. We like addressing USD as a community. That appeals to us too.)

by Molly McDowell
Nominated for seven academy awards,
Dangerous Liaisons offers quite a different
fare from the more conventional films shar
ing the Best Picture nomination. Based on
the 18th Century epistolary novel, "Les
Liaisons Dangereuses"the film stands a good
chance of capturing the best actress and
some of the more technical awards.
This film is based on a series of highly
volitile and disturbing asssociations.
Dr. Bonnie Hain, Assistant Professor of
English at USD has an ongoing interest in the
18th Century, and works such as this novel.
Her earlier studies of the theories of the
novel and defining the novel as genre have
been recently centered on Restoration and
18th Century women novelists. She is cur
rently working on a newsletter and confer
ence that would deal with the idea of women's
voices.
VISTA: Looking at the film from an 18th
Century perspective, what do you view as it
realities and discrepencies?
Hain: There are certain techniques that
don't strike me as 18th Century. For ex
is in order to make a point, or in order to get
ample, the meta-commentary that's going
people to agree, or listen or believe. In that
on: perhaps it's there in French literature,
sense, I think Working Girl did an excellent
but I don't find it apparent in 18th Century
job.
British novels of the same period. The overt
Vista: In what ways do you think this movie
statements, for example, those on the rela
viewed the reality of corporate women in
tionship between vanity and happiness in the
corporate America?
film, aren't there in the period. I think that's
Perry: I have worked,during my lifetime in
the commercial film venture that feels the
a lot of different positions. I have been in
need to spell everything out for an ignorant
superior and subordinate positions. The way
audience.
they handled, if you will, the staff class, the
VISTA: Do you see other problems in the
women in the secretarial pool and so forth,
film?
and the way they behaved, was very realis
Hain: There were certain breaks with real
tic. I found a great deal of humor in this
ity that struck me, as in poor taste. Paris is a
because I have been in situations where I've
very small town in the 18th Century, for
seen peopledo the' teary-ey ed, you' re going
example in Sheridan's"School for Scandal"
away' routine and all of the friendships and
; we see similiar scenes. The disbursement
even the bitterness and competition. I have
of Merteuil's letters would havebeen known
noticed thereal comradeship between women
by a woman as involved with society as she
in those kinds of situations, because they are
was. People would have met with her to
the 'underdog'. They are the subordinate
gloat because that was the nature of 18th
ones. Misery loves company.
Century society. There were also various
Vista: The way Tess' boss, Katherine treated
anacronisms. Valmont's comment about the
her, seemed stereotypical to me. Katherine
woman doing secretarial work for example.
would talk to her in a condescending manner
That illusion works well for us in the modem
as if she was saying she was above Tess. Do
day because women are secretaries, but men
you think this happens a lot between women
were secretaries in the 18th Century.
secretaries and their bosses, or do you think
VISTA: Michelle Pfeiffer is nominated for
this aspect of the movie was hyper-extended
best supporting actress. How do you feel
to bring out some kind of message?
about about her performance individually
Perry: If you did a content analysis of the
and in relation to the others?
messages from the boss to Tess, on the con
tent level, that is the words that are spoken,
it is all very supportive messages. It's mes
sages such as "You can do it," or "You can
be a winner, this is team play," etc. On the
relationship level, however; that is 'how do
I take this message?', it is very demeaning
and clearly is playing a game.
Vista: So, if we are going to focus on Tess'
character, what does she teach the viewer?
Perry: Her character is an excellent role
model for women who are smart and want to
progress. All people who are secretaries do
not necessarily want to become managersor
become consultants, for example. It has two
strong role models in that way. It has Tess,
who is very bright and a self-achiever, who
wants to move ahead. Then we have her best
friend, who is perfectly happy in traditional
Continued on page 11

WORKING GIRL

by Meredith Lohne
Nominated for six Oscar's,Working Girl
edged out the movie hit Big as this years
comedic hit. It has already won severalGolden
Globe Awards including Melanie Griffith
for Best Actress and Mike Nichols for Best
Director. March 29th will, most likely, honor
Sigomey Weaver for Best Supporting Ac
tress.
The working class comedy depicts the
struggle of ambitious secretary, Tess
McGill(Melanie Griffith). To find
out
whether or not Working Girl is the archetypi
cal/feminist movie some say it is, I enlisted
the help of gender specialist Dr. Linda Perry.
Dr.Perry, of USD's Communication Stud
ies Department, helped to clarify Working
Girl themes and messages. She has done
extensive work with both gender issues and
corporate management techniques. HerPhd
dissertation was on the subject of women in
management. She is president of a national
organization for the study of communication
and gender. This organization deals with the
roles of women versus men within organiza
tional communication.
Vista: Working Girl has received great
reviews in addition to the numerous Oscar
nominations. Do you think this critical reac
tion is justified? In other words, whatdid you
think, honestly, about the movie?
Perry: Yes, I do think all the attention is
justified. I thought it was an excellent film. I
thought it was well produced and the acting
was excellent. As a matter of fact, of the
primary characters, I do not think there was
a weak portrayal. They did a great job of
defining each character.
Vista: What do you think of Melanie
Griffith's nominated performance?
Perry: I think Melanie Griffith is a treasure.
I wasn't familiar with her work before this
and I think she is a real find.
Vista: As far as women are concerned, do
you think Working Girl is a realistic depic
tion of how women act and react in a corpo
rate situation?
Perry: I think that most art, and I look at film
as art, has to take a view of things that
stereotypes or accents reality. Ithas to under
line or emphasize reality beyond whatreality

DANGEROUS LIAISONS
Hain: I didn't believe her in this role. She
didn't look repressed enough, (laugh) She
was too eager to be seduced. I had a problem
with Valmont's seduction of her. The lan
guage of the film did not support it. The idea
of her religious nature and chastity is told to
us rather than shown. I think, on the other
hand, they show us Merteuil is a complex,
evil woman. It bothers me that she is drawn
this way, but still she is believable because
her character is shown to be such. Maybe
Pfeiffer's role is meant to be simple, but
Thurmon has a much smaller role, yet she
was believable. Her role is not any more
complex, but she goes from the innocent and
the naive to the experienced. We see the
transformation in the humorous language.
VISTA: What did you enjoy about the film
beyond your 18th Century and Feminist
thoughts?
Hain: I enjoyed the film because of its
complexity. I mean, despite some of my
quips about the films overly obvious state
ments. The film is complex in its point of
view, and I was impressed by the places
where vision ispurposely blurred. Thescene
that stuck in my mind as very well thought
out, is thesituation where they werelistening
to the male singer. The Pfeiffer character
enters the room, walks aroud them and sits in
a line with them. Each character then looks
at the others. At any one point we only see
one character and blurred visions of the
others- the idea being that we only see from
our own perspective and the rest of the world
then takes on ablur orahaze. I think this was
done very well at times, but often overdone.
VISTA: I think most often of the imagery of
the mirror. We begin and end with Merteuil
gazing into a mirror. At the discovery of
Valmonts death she breaks the mirrors. Not
only does she break the mirrors but also
destroys her powder and makeup. She says
early in the movie that vanity and happiness
are incompatible, and she does destroy her
vanity table in a fit of passion.
Hain: We spoke earlier about the defini
tion of pride in the 18th Century as the
dislocation of vision, so I found it interesting
that much of that situation is shown from the
perspective of a large background mirror. I
think that is symbolically viable. The blur
ring of perspectives and focus in the alter
nate visions, make this film and its state
ments about pride and vanity, a complex,
interesting film worth our viewing. I wish
they would make more films like it.
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THE ACCIDENTAL TOURIST

by Meredith Lohne
When I took this assignment, my instruc
tion was to interview someone who was
somehow connected to the Film I was re
viewing. Instead of choosing someone who
is educated in autism, which would be my
obvious slant, I chose someone who felt as
strongly about the film as I.
Sr. Betsy Walsh of USD English depart
ment is such a person. I didn't want a crtical
analysis of this film. Rather, I wanted to
share a discourse with someone who was as
moved by the picture as myself.
So out went the standard interview format
and this is what came out of our conversa
tion:
Part of Rainman's appeal was, most obvi
ously, Hoffman's brilliant portrayal of the
often misunderstood autistic savant, Ray
mond Babbit. However; the underlying suc
cess of this film is credited to it's talented di
rector, Barry Levinson (Tin Men, The
Natural, Good Morning Vietnam, Diner).
He was brought in at the last minute in an
attempt to salvage this movie which took
over two years to finally complete.
The other prestigious director's which at
tempted, but failed, to carry this film off
were: Steven Spielberg (Color Purple,E.T.),
Sydney Pollack (Tootsie,Out of Africa), and
Martin Brest (Midnight Run, Beverly Hills
Cop).
Rainman is the story of two "related," but
at thesame time, very "un-related" brothers.
The duration of the movie centers around the
developing relationship of these two, very
different, siblings. The gift Rainman deliv
ers to it's audience is the growth and change
in the once bitter and materialistic Charlie.
When he first encounters his autistic brother,
he is impatient and insulting. They travel
through six states to finally reach Charlie's
Los Angeles home. At the movie's close, we

see a new Charlie, no longer the selfish,
greedy person he was at the start of the
picture.
Said Sr. Betsy,"Hoffman portayed the way
a child is free and happy within a protected
world. The child becomes terrified when that
protection is taken away,like a child with his
toys. They live in their in their own world."
The person who changes Charlie is Ray
mond. It took someone who is regarded
mentally handicapped to bring out the good
ness and caring in someone, who, by most
standards, would be thought of as mentally
healthy. The most touching scene is when
Charlie realizes that hischildhood friend, the
Rainman, is in fact Raymond, who sang to
him as a baby. It is at that point that we leam
the reason Raymond was sent to the institu
tion, because their father thought Raymond
had burned Charlie as a child.
His reaction of repeatedlyscreaming,"Don' t
bum baby," showed how deeply Raymond
had been affected by the incident. Hoffman
does a stunning job of showing not only this
fear, butalso the anxiety an autistic must feel
when his/her routines are disrupted. This
scene was the turning point for Charlie be
cause he realizes how much his Rainman
cared for him.
"I think there is a type of hysteria that
people keep inside. He (Dustin Hoffman)
externalized that anxiety. When things
weren't right, he had a strong anxiety reac
tion, which I thought was portrayed realisti
cally." added Betsy.
Despite the very innocent,almost childlike,
vulnerability of Raymond, there is a power
ful goodness in him even though he is unable
to express it verbally. Hoffman's portrayal
of this autistic savant was real and expres
sive because he never really changes, unlike
Charlie. In the end, in their own unique way,
Continued on page 11

MISSISSIPPI BURNING

by Tom Grady
Skip Walsh sits behind his desk, mellow as
Buddah. His desk is a mound of paperwork
that is literally spilling over to the floor. I'm
here to interview him about The Accidental
Tourist, the 4 Oscar nominated film based on
Anne Tylers best-seller. The seri-comic story
involves a man finding new love after a
painful separation. Macon (William Hurt)
grapples with opening his heart to a divorced
dog trainer (Geena Davis).
I explain to him that I am trying to interview
members of the USD community who have
something to do with the five nominated
films. He scowls briefly and looks me over
before saying, "I'm the Director of Resident
Life and you want to somehow correlate that
to what goes on in The Accidental Tourist?"
VISTA: Well, I... err, umm, (I eloquently
explain) you see, to be honest, you weren't
exactly my firstchoice. I wentto the philoso
phy, religion, psychology departments, but
no one has seen this movie.
Walsh: And I have.
VISTA: You have.
Walsh: Mmmm.
VISTA: Well, let's just talk about it as a
movie. Did you like it?
Walsh: That's real hard to say. I'd have to
say in retrospect, I liked it. But I didn't like
it at first. It's one of those movies that you
have to immerse yourself into, before you
know what the heck is going on. I thought it
was'a fascinating movie about these people
and how they chose to lead their lives, and
the whole set of circumstances with the
family. There are all these people in their
own little orbits so tightly knit together and

yet not having anything to do with each
other. They're so desperate to be together
and yet work so hard at being apart.
VISTA: Mmmm.
Walsh: It was a very strange interplay. It
was fascinating for me to see him have to go
to Paris and go through all these machina
tions before realizing, "Hey, I really do need
to break out of this orbit. I do really need to
lead my life outside."
VISTA: What did you think of William
Hurt's performance?
Walsh: Well having seen him in other films,
it wasa muted performance, I think an excel
lent performance. You see him as so lowkey. He's trying to make himself invisible.
VISTA: I thought he was successful with
the muted part, but he was supposed to be
this eccentric. And I don't think that aspect
was successful. He was too dour. All I got
was this inward method acting performance
without any of the funny, bumbling aspect I
think was written for the part.
Walsh: You see, I thought that was his
eccentricity...that he was so dour. That's
what made him eccentric. And you didn't
even see him begin to pull out of that mode
until the interplay with Edward (the dog).
Remember that scene where he pulls up to
the curb and Edward has his paws up on the
dashboard? He hits the brakes and Edward
falls to the floor and Macon says, "Excuse
me, Edward."
He was a really strange man. I don't know
what it was... I suppose it was his family
background that made him such a dour per
son. But there's no crisis mentioned before

by Donna Lagana

tion. Some things about this story are illogi
cal.." Aside from the overwhelming vio
lence, the film neglected to portray the or
ganized passive resistance of the civil rights
movement nor the subtleties within the
southern society between the blacks and
whites and between the whites and theKKK.
Madison said that there were different
aspects that an observer could choose to
pinpoint in recounting such a social crisis as
the civil rights struggle; Alan Parker per
ceived violence as the main aspect and high
lighted it to such a degree as to neglect and
distort the other factors involved. Madison
cited two areas that she felt were distorted;
the impression that the KKK was readily
accepted within white Southern society and
the incompetence of the FBI.
Dr. Madison was asked to respond to a
Continued on page 12

Alan Parker, director of Midnight Ex
press and Angel Heart is known for his use
graphic violence in films. In Mississippi
Burning, Parker emphasizes the violent
dominance of the KKK in the Southern
societies over the victimized, and helpless
blacks.
Dr. Marilyn Madison of the Political Sci
ence department strongly rejects this depic
tion of the South circa 1964. Madison, while
clarifying that she is not a specialist on Civil
Rights, said she felt that the accuracy of the
film was subordinated to the directors goal
of highlighting the violence. "He could have
picked up other issues, (political) but he
didn't; he chose the violence."
Madison felt that parts of the film did not
make sense when analyzed; "I've seen sto
ries that I thought had a more realistic depic

Continued on page 13
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Will 'Murder1 Succeed?

Tuna Surprise
by Tom Grady
There's a momemt, actually many mo
ments in "Greater Tuna", when the audience
is laughing so hard, they threaten to stop the
play. I keep recalling an episode of 'The
Carol Burnett Show" when they were
spoofing Gone withthe Wind. Carol Burnett,
as Scarlett, sashays down the stairs wearing
curtains across her shoulders, rod and all.
Rat (Harvey Korman) Butler: "Scarlett,
you're beautiful. Wherever did you get that
dress?"
Scarlett: "I saw it in the window and just
couldn't pass it up."
The audience laughed and they laughed
and they kept laughing. It was one of those
great sustained laughs that seemed to grow
upon itself. There are lots of these moments
in "Greater Tuna", two character satire play
ing at the Lyceum Stage at Horton Plaza.
The twenty characters are played by two
actors, that's right, two. These two stunning
Zeligs are Jaston Williams and Joe Sears.
How do they do it? They go through a series
of lightning costume changes, some lasting
as little as 6 seconds. A production I saw in
Boston actually had the dressers come out
for a bow.
The secret to the success of "Greater Tuna"
is theplay treats its charactors with a great
dose of love, an element missing from most
satires like "Little Shop of Horrors".
One of the plethora of great characters is
Aunt Pearl, played by Joe Sears. She's sort of
an Aunt Bea type with a psychotic twist.She
passes the days by poisoning the stray dogs
that inch their way toward her garden.

by Mike Clune
Why is man fascinated by the act of murder?
What is it about the ultimatecrime of passion
that we find so interesting?
'The Business of Murder", a two-act play
currently showing at the Gaslamp Quarter
Theatre explores these questions as a kind of
aside while keeping the audience enthralled
with the action of the story.
By asking these questions of the characters,
the playwright also asks the audience. Is it
because we subconsciously envy the killer
for having the nerve to "get away with mur
der"? Deep down aren't we rooting for the
murderer to have come up with the perfect
'rfO
crime?
•
Fortunately, the intricate schemes that arise
in stories such as "Business" are rare in real
life. Perhaps our interest is piqued because
the crime is so clever when created by our
d favorite authors.
Mystery plays in the second half of the 20th
"It's jest gonna rayne!"
century haveconcentrated on exciting twists
S trangely enough, the character is completely
instead of the traditional Agatha Christie
lovable. She has a big 'ol butt, specs and a
whodunit. "The Business of Murder" is no
gentle grandmotherly tone that's deft in its
exception.
detail.
All these characters are larger than life.
They talk slowly. They shuffle. They squawk.
Continued from page 11
They take life in a cadence so warped from
quote from the movie which implied the
our own, that every drawl sounds like a cry
separation of Mississippi from the rest of the
from a goofy alien.
nation, "We don't give a damn about what
A few years back, a clipped video version
America thinks, your in Mississippi now
of the play was done for Cinemax. But it
boy." Madison said that the KICK histori
pales in comparison with the full stage ver
cally is an extremist group and functions on
sion. For one, they used props in the TV
the outskirts of Southern society not within
version. This wastes Sears' and Williams'
Southern law; they could not count on the
incredible plays with pantomime. Their at
law tosupport them even in Jim Crow South.
tention to detail, from tossing a phone cord
Nor are they exempt from federal prosecuaround the room to dragging a puppy by the
haunches are brilliant instances of wellobserved scene development.
"Greater Tuna" is one of those comedies,
rare indeed, that is a sure bet. I've seen it
three times with three different casts. All of
these times I enjoyed myself. Considering
the play is a satire, there are layers upon
layers of thines to amuse, as well as educate
one's self about comedy and its powers.
This is the hottest show in town. You've got
the original cast and writer, (Sears and Wil
liams wrote it as well). This is no road
company. And in San Diego, That's a bless
ing and a half.
These two comic geniuses are working on
a sequel, so now's your chance to dash out
and see the original McCoy.
The word is out, and tickets are selling
faster than... tuna. So hustle your butt befoh
they's all sold out, y'all.

During the entire first act, I sat there asking
myself whaton earth was going on. Butonce
Act II started, I got a better idea of what was
going on.
The story is about three Londoners who are
drawn together for business, but find that
they have more than business in common.
Louis Seitchik plays Stone, an eccentric
little man with more to his story than he is
telling. He is very convincing and fulfills the
range that the role requires.
Donna Walker, looking fantastic in a proper
business suit, plays "Dee", a news reporter
and playwright. Her use of facial expres
sions added an element of fun to the play.
She is especially apt at using her eyes to
convey a slanting look and a sly wit
The third and final player is Paul Nolan as
"Hallett", an investigator with a hot temper
and a sarcastic mouth.
Written by seasoned English playwright
Richard Harris,"The Business of Murder"is
both humorous and highly suspenseful. For
those who like shocking twists, this is one to
see.

Mississippi Burning—
tion.
"It was not about passive resistance... Those
people were served up just to be victims...In
the face of that much violence (as shown in
the film) people will organize . You see no
real organization, no point of resistance and
that's not the real story. Because of his focus,
he achieved what he wanted to achieve by
depicting that point in time as a period of
extreme violence, FBI ineffectiveness and
foolishness, and blacks as helpless victims.

How to do
some late night
cramming.

'I'm gonna kill me a poodle."

STUDENT SPECIAL
CUT & SYTLE $IU

•~i

Women's Regular $20 Men's Regular $16

More Specials....
Foil Highlighting
Full Weave $35
Touch-up $25
Perms $30

When the homework is done, the night is young and
the wallet's empty, reach for our ATM card. It'll get you
instant cash from your checking account, at hundreds
of automated teller machines. To apply for membership
and your card, call 491-3500. If you're a student,you
qualify. (See? College is paying off already.)

(long hair extra)

Manicures/pedicures 20%off
Acrylic Nails (Full set) $25

San DiegoTeachers' Credit Union

Specials good with ad through 3/29/89
Not valid when stylist is requested

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN
L.

FULL SERVICE

4470 Park Boulevard; 5901 Balboa Avenue.

268-8865

7608 Linda Vista Road

J
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Ain't Bugged By 'Bug': Dinosaur Jr.'s Newest
by Andy Bartlett
In a 1908 letter Ezra Pound writes to Wil
liam Carlos Williams: "It is only good
manners if you repeat a few other men ...
better or more beiefly. Utter originality is,of
course, out of the question." If we grant that
really the poem is a song, then we get to the
heart of the matter.
This is Dinosaur Jr, an Amherst Mass. trio,
that is positively one of the loudest bands
ever cultivated on American soil. After
hearing them re-do the rigormortised Peter
Frampton hit, "Show Me the Way," and
reading that Dinosaur Jr only cover songs
they hate, as they fully expect to ruin the
original, I had to pursue these traditionalists.

How did recording musicians become
"recording artists"? On their newest LP,
"Bug", Dinosaur Jr answers this question
with the coupling of 70's medium-tempo,
brainless rock & roll. They have their own
sense of the song, music, and above all else,
volume/distortion. Homage is paid to the
grandaddy of distortion, Jimi Hendrix,while
the drawl like drift of a neo-Neil Young
crawls in the background (hence,pehaps, the
"Bug" title). Clearly there was progression
in their own musical tastes; from an early
orientation with the pioneers of r&r, to the
tradition-busting, fire brewed energy of (what
else but...) hardcore, thrash, and (even the
newly perverted) Oi.

That puts us where we started: 3 young
New Englanders fusing their various influ
ences and giving this: "Bug". It begins with
the "melodic," yet torrential,"Freak Scene,".
The climbing and falling of song to song
machinery tails off late in side 2, with the
long and bloody "Don' t,"a barrageof sound.
At the Spirit, Friday 10-March, I found out
that Dinosaur Jr's reputation for being both
God-awful and ear-bleedingly loud, is well
earned and deserved. I didn't hear one word
during their set. That's the art of it. Dinosaur
Jr puts the raw hand of their own taste into
the hand of their fascination with (admira
tion of) volume. SST records has the proud
history of presenting the world the two loud

est bands not in the Guiness Book of World
Records: Husker Du and Dinosaur Jr. Let's
hope that Dinosaur Jr doesn't end up like the
Huskers.
Eliot also says, in 1919 that "...novelty is
better than repitition."Dinosaur Jr, with their
covering of Frampton and their forthcoming
cover of the Cure's "Just Like Heaven," are
miles more novel than repititious. Nonsensi
cal lyrics (I could quote some) are made real
with thetextures offered by a Sonic Youthian/
Youngian/Creamian/etc. growl. What can
one ask from an album, besides 9 songs that
twist (in the writhing sense) and turn (or
twitch)?

The Accidental Tourist
Continued from page 11
the time of the film's story that would make
him such a damaged person. He's the type
that would go around his entire life looking
at the sidewalk and never look up. There's
nothing going on in his life except those he
loves.
VISTA: And that's why his other family
members get lost if something is outside
their daily routine.That was very funny. The
Geena Davis character was very funny. I
liked the way they introduced her, in short
punchy little scenes. At first she comes on
like gangbusters. She seems to harsh. Then
you gradually getacquainted with her warm,
nurturing side. I don'tknow if the film could
have survived without her.
Walsh: She's the one who makes the film.
I thought it was so interesting when she laid
beside him. She had to literally warm him.
Not only did he have no warmth inside him,
but he had no warmth in his physical person.
She had to warm him physically and emo
tionally. It was such a great contrast. He had
nothing to give, and she had everything to
give.
Macon, and his inability to take in emotion
pushed her away. And I think she was will
ing to go as far as she had to go to get his
interest. But Macon didn't know how to do
it. They had that one argument in the kitchen
while she was doing dishes. She was saying
essentially, "What do I have to do to get
through to you?" He couldn't answer. He
didn't know he was so far removed from
himself. He didn't start to get that message
until his wife came to Paris.
VISTA: I had trouble with the Geena Davis
character pursuing him. We never get her
reaction to Macon's return to his wife. She
suddenly shows up on the airplane. I didn't

get the motivation.
Walsh: You see, he was a challenge to her,
like the challenge of training a dog. She
seemed to be so involved with training ani
mals that she herself was desperate for con
tact.
I think it made a difference to her by the
way he treated her kid. Because that kid was
such a nerd. He took an interest in him. And
that interest brought out the emotion she
needed to see.
VISTA: The most courageous aspect of the
film for me, and what sets it apart from the
other nominees, is its tone. It has a very
unusual pace and atmosphere.
Walsh: I think that's because these are not
attractive people. Macon is the classic guy
you sit beside in an airplane. You walk away
and you forget him. And yet the way he
played the part brought in a lot of humanity.
I think it was an extraordinary movie be
cause of its ordinary topic.
VISTA: Why do you think The Accidental
Tourist has had a lukewarm success at the
box office?
Walsh: Well, I think they were doing things
in a very small way. These were people
doing things in miniature. We're used to
seeing Tora! Tora! Tora! and big epics. This
is a study of people with anonymous lives
and most of our society is glitz. There's
nothing bold or big about this film. The fact
that they could take such large talents and
scale them down to such miniature circum
stances and act through it, is a tremendous
accomplishment.
Gradly IPr$il tot asBest Picture: Rain Man
Best Actor: Dustin Hoffman
Best Actress: Glen Close

Working Girl
Continued from page 10
roles. She wants to be a secretary, and be good atit. She asks Tess all the time, "Why
make all this trouble for yourself? Just play by the rules..." Tess responds to this by
telling her that "I do not want to find myself someday in a position where I have
played by the rules when I had nothing to do with making them up."That is a strong
message to people who do not want to play by the rules.
Vista: Any last thoughts about the movie?
Perry: On an implicit level, on a cognitive level, the information that people take
from this film would make people think about the broader issue of the film. These
are the ethical issues and they have nothing to do, exclusively, with men or with
women. Instead, they have to do with 'how do you behave in your personal and
professional relationships?' Does this person have an ethical code to live by? It
makes no difference, from an eithical standpoint, whether the person is a man or a
woman.Woriri/ig Girl shows ethical responsibility for who you are and what you do
in both your personal and professional life.

Rainman
Continued from page 11
Diner and Tin Men.
the two brothers were able to form a type of
The ending is realistic, unlike the majority
bond, or relationship, even though Charlie
of other Hollywood films made today. The
knew it was impossible to actually live with
movie is not about altruism. It's not about
Raymond.
autism and mental illness. It's not about
Hoffman brings a child-like innocence to
the screen, something that is very difficult to compassion. This is a movieabout the human
faults in people such as greed, selfishness,
do. The dialogue Hoffman uses is perfect
because, much like a child, he says exactly and the most base of emotions.It's about the
way one person can help alter another for the
what he is feeling. Such is the case in scenes
better. It's about one person (Charlie) who is
like the elevator scene when asked what he
on the other side of the same syndrome, of
felt his first kiss was like, he replies, "Wet. It
not being able to communicate. But, most of
was very wet." This is the beauty of Levinall, this film is about human development
son, because he is regarded a master of
and understanding.
dialogue. A writer by trade, Levinson has
weaved his dialogue magic in films such as
Best Director: Barry Levinson
Best Supporting Actress: Sigourney Weaver
Best Supporting Actor: Dean Stockwell
Best Script (adapted): Dangerous Liasons

LATE NIGHT
MUNCHIES???

Best Art Direction: Dangerous Liaisons
Best Cinematography: The Unbearable
Lightness of Being
Best Song: "Calling You" Bagdad Cafe

FREE DELIVERY
anywhere on campus

* submarine sandwiches
* piZZa

* lasagna
* calzones

296-0911
6110 Friars Rd. a t Las C u m b r e s
lamFri &Sat

MidnightSun.-Thurs.
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Bathrooms are Embarrassing
True facts about the subject no one else would touch...

by Chris Orr
Officer Winchel was in heaven. He had
been at the Security Officers Association
Annual Convention for two days and he was
astounded by the advances in technology
he'd seen.
At the moment he was standing before a
huge display of automatic assault rifles that
were guaranteed to discourage illegal park
ing or male access to female dormitories.
He fondled an M-16A2 with an attached
grenade launcher. He dreamed of the time
when he would be allowed to carry one
through the halls of Camino/Founders. The
girls would be so impressed by his equip
ment.
He daydreamed for a while longer, caress
ing a few more weapons before he wandered
over to a knife display. He gazed at a combat
knife that would put Rambo's to shame.
He continued to wander amongst the dis
plays, lingering briefly hereand there. There
were displays covering such items as Com
bat Donut Boxes they were guaranteed to
protect all donut varieties - from glazed to
crullers - when making a bust.
He considered picking up a few for the
guys back home, but then he thought about it.
They very seldom risked endangering their
donuts.
He picked up a brochure on the newest "xray goggle" technology. He decided he had
to convince his boss Captain Phillip Michael
Thomas to budget some.
He had to beable to look into the girls dorm
rooms to ensure their safety. Anything could
happen.
Winchel went to a seminar on SWAT team
tactics. He had to stop himself several times
from leaping up and yelling HALLELU
JAH! His somewhat rotund body helped
him a little.
As he strode manly along (he rather
resembled a crazed rhino in heat) he nodded
macho greetings to the various other campus
security officers.
He was briefly amused at the large number
of women in attendance. Maybe he could get
a date.
Finally he came before the main attraction.
A gleaming white Ferrari Testarossa Patrol
vehicle.
Winchel really didn't like the idea of riding
in a foreign patrol car, but the fact that it had
a siren made it worth it.
After staring at the car for several hours,
Winchel gathered up his bag of goodies and
started to leave.
As he turned he bumped into a fellow
officer. Before he could apologize, the per
son had grabbed his arm and body slammed
him on the floor.
He shook his head and looked up. It was a
woman.
Not just any woman, but the most beauti
ful one he had ever seen. Shiny black boots,
large, tight pants, chrome pearl handled pis
tol, Winchel was in love-

Top Seven Unnoticed Terrorist
Acts on USD's Campus:
1. Finger Foods.
2. Lobotamizing of Student
Accounts employees.
3. The Tubes evacuation of the
University Center.
4. Sam Attisha's presidency.
5. The theft of the crowns at
Mardi Gras (so Khomeini
won't have to wear that towel
around his head anymore).
6. The Lichtenstein Quarter-ring
Circus.
7. New policy of giving bullets to
Security.
7. Any and all errors in the Vista
this year.

by Murphy Canter
I picked up a copy of Emily Post the other
day tocatch up on the latest etiquette and I
noticed there's something missing from
her rules. No where docs it say: "Never use
the restroom in anyone's house who you
want to impress."
This may seem a little unnecessary, but
believe me it's not The bathroom is a
lethal breeding ground of truly embarrass
ing hijinks.
Not only are there a multitude of things
that can happen, but when they do happen
they're socially devastating.
Take this for example: you go over to your
girlfriend's house to have dinner and meet
the parents. You go to the bathroom and in
your anxiousness forget to flush the toilet.
This actually happened to me. The worst
part wasn't my girlfriend's father finding
the surprised left him, it was sitting there
trying to remember if I had flushed or not.
Theanxicty I felt after he stood up and went
down the hall wasn't very nice either.
Another problem, and I don't mean to be
gross, it's just apart of nature, is the linger
ing odor often associated with going to the

bathroom. This is especially true on air
planes, because wether or notanyone knows
you did it, you know. So you have to sit
there and while other passengers discuss
the safety of going into the lavatory you
know they're talking about you.
The worst and most chaotic problem,
however, is the problem of overflow. This
occurs when you go to the bathroom and
flush and much to your dismay the water
flows back at you instead of, I guess,down
stream.
No matter how many times this happens,
we still generally don't leam that the water
won't actually spill out. But I guess when
you're trapped in a bathroom, envisioning
the floor soaking wet and no way to clean
it with the water more menacing than the
theme music of the "Twilight Zone," you
tend to forget any past experience.
I recently got a kitty cat named Enkidu.
How does that tie in with toilet etiquette?
Aside from liking to say his name, I think
he's got the right idea. Think about it wouldn't it be nice to just go in a box, bury
it with sand, and let somebody else take
care of it?

Khomeini Wants me Dead and the FBI Won't Pick up the Phone
Recently the Ayatolah Khomeini offered
five million dollars to anyone who would kill
the author of'The Satanic Verses." Sources
close to Khomeini have admitted that one of
the five millions will probably come in the
form of B. Dalton gift certificates.
As a writer, I was terrified. I immediately
stopped writing Islamic jokes.
Friends told me I was too concerned. They
said I was safe because (1) I have never
written anything even remotely related to the
Islamic religion, and (2) the Iranian radicals
aren't usually in my neighborhood.
I was comforted by what my friends had to
say and I agreed to come out of hiding.
Now a Toyota van has blown up right here
in San Diego. It seems to me there are only
two explanations for how this occurred:
(1) Someone at the Toyota factory made a
serious mistake somewhere.
(2) The Iranians are taking a more active
role in anti-US terrorism.
The wife of the Navy captain whose ship
shot down an Iranian airliner wasdriving the
van at the time it blew up. This would seem
to tip the scale in favor of the second expla
nation.
Of course this is horrible news. God only
knows what will happen to her auto insur
ance.
We can take some comfort in the fact that,
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Life and
other jokes
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by Kent Sligh
although she was in the van at the time the
bomb went off, the captain's wife was not
injured. The bomb took a while to actually
go off, and the explosion wasn't all that big,
as explosions go.
The terrorists must be very embarrassed. It
was probably a young terrorist - maybe even
his first bomb (I have a tip - more explo
sives). They probably demoted him to pass
ing out anti-American flyers.
Of course I was terrified again when I heard
that terrorists werein San Diego. I took steps
to have my name legally changed to

Terrence Wikenstein.
My friends told me to relax, and assured me
that I would not be a target because I have
never done anything to criticize or otherwise
harm anything related to Iran in any way.
This morning my toaster oven blew up. I
was making Pop-tarts when I heard two
popping noises and the whole thing burst
into flames.
Pieces of charred Pop-tart lodged in my
wall and destroyed my porcelain Porky Pig

which I bought in Mexico.
As I stared down at the Pop-tart covered
bits of porcelain pig I could only think of one
thing: that Pop-tart was meant for me!
I extinguished my smouldering oven by
throwing my roommates laundry on it (his
clothes are too dirty to be flammable).
No police came. No military investigators
showed up. I called the San Diego office of
the FBI and was put on hold for several hours
before I hung up.
It's clearly a case of discrimination. If a
Navy wife's car gets a little hot everyone
comes running, but no one cares if a humor
columnist is almost killed by Iranian radi
cals.
If I was a famous author making millions on
a best-seller I could afford to go into hiding,
but I'm not, and if I miss my 8 o'clock class
again I'll lose points for attendance.
Obviously I'm as good as dead. Any day
now I'll be blown sky-high somehow.
I would like to take this time to ask Mr.
Khomeini and all of the gentlemen who
knock off people in the name of the Islamic
faith if they would consider not blowing me
up.
In return for Mr. Khomeini's generosity I
could send him a Dodgers hat so he won't
have to wear that stupid towel around his
head anymore.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
WHAT A RIP-OFF/ I ATE
ALL THAT CEREAL, WAITED
WEEKS AMD WEEKS TO GET
THE BEANIE, ASSEMBLED IT
M1SELF, AND THE DUMB
THING DOESN'T EVEN FLV.'

AT UEAST ITS OH, BOX' HON
NOT A TOTAL WE'LL HAVE
LOSS. IT CAME SOME FUN;
IN THIS GREAT
CARDBOARD
BOX
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Jim Alexander (17) greets Chris Stout (9) as he crosses the plate. USD swept three
games against Iona College over the weekend.
photo by Bob Burnett

Toreros Extend Win Streak To Five
by Chris Orr
The University of San Diego baseball team
swept three game series over Iona College
last weekend raising their record to 10-8 for
the season, they are currendy on a five game
winning streak.
On Friday, the Toreros pounded Iona's start
ing pitcher for seven first inning runson their
way toal8-l win. TheToreros went through
their lineup almost twice before Iona man
aged to get out of the inning.
USD managed to score almost two runs an
inning except for runless third, fifth and
eighth innings. Torero Chris Stout led the

Pete Keup, Greg Sherman and Aaron Miller
who each pitched an inning.
The Toreros played a double header on
Saturday against Iona and continued to
dominate as they won 4-2. It appeared it was
going to be a repeat of Friday as Jim Alexan
der and Chris Stout reached base on singles.
Both were advanced by consecutive balks by
Iona's Mark Martinez and scored on a Chuck
Graham single.
However Sam Gousha and Scott Kawall
were the only other Toreros to cross homeplate as Iona's defense buckled down and got
to work.
Winning pitcher James Ferguson pitched
five innings striking out two, walking five
and gave up two home runs for Iona's only
scores of the game. Adam Schwindt worked
one inning of relief giving up one hit and
striking out two. PatFitsimmons came in for
the save to end the game.
Game two of the double header was a 12-3
victory for the Toreros. They didn't score
any runs in the first inning though. They

scored most of their runs in the third as seven
runners made it all the way around.
The third inning was a bad one for Iona
pitchers as wild pitches and stolen bases
advanced the Torero cause.
The final run of the game came from Mark
Moyer who reached base on a walk and
scored on a double by Chris Bwy.
Jim Westlund got a no-decision as he only
pitched 1 2/3 innings. He hit one batter and
threw two wild pitches before being replaced
by Tony Battilcga who finished the game for
the win. Battilega struck out four Iona bat
ters, walked four and alloed two runs.
The Toreros will face St. Mary's College on
the road for the beginning of the WCAC
season over the weekend of March 17-19.
Other teams USD will face during Spring
Break are: Gonzaga 3/21, Masters College 3/
22, Baker College 3/23, Wisconsin Mar. 2627 and when students return to school, the
Toreros will play Pepperdine on March 31
and April 1.

team with five runs batted in including a two
run homerun in the first inning.
USD's Jim Alexander had four RBI's and a
first inning triple. Parris Sorrianello crossed
the plate twice for USD as did Devin Bundy
when he replaced Chris S tout in later innings.
A number of Toreros got playing time as they
dominated Iona.
Lou Skertich (2-1) was the winning pitcher.
He threw for six innings, striking out three,
and allowingonly three hits. The only earned
run of the game was from a 3 and 1 count
home run in the second.
The rest of the game was divided up amongst

i

These loyal fans are having fun in the sun watching Americas favorite sport.
photo by Bob Burnett
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TRYOUTS FOR
MASCOTS
TOO!

Spring Break Fun In Palm Springs
Pacific Palisades
The 1989 National College Championships
of Intramural, Recreational and Club Sports
will take place during Spring Break at the
East Coast/West Coast locations of Palm
Springs and Daytona Beach.
The sports festival, developed by a former
intramural volleyball player who went on to
Olympic fame, has recently been sanctioned
by the National Intramural and Recreational
Sports Association (NIRSA) which will
oversee the competition.
Dubbed "Spring Games USA" it provides
an opportunity for men and women intramu-

ral and club athletes to be part of a nationally
televised competition culminating in Palm
Springs April 1-2.
Games such as volleyball, flag football and
3-on-3 basketball will be combined with
"funky sports" - tug of war, obstacle course,
innertube water polo, etc. - to allow both
serious athletes to compete for national rec
ognition and vacationing students to experi
ence the excitement of national competition.
For information about how you can get
involved in "Spring Games USA" contact
Rick Grant at (213) 459-4338.
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"corninG to riiiericr"
ATTEND ONE OF OUR INFORMATIONAL
MEETINGS:
MARCH 29
CAMINO 165
MARCH 30
6:30-7:30pm
Questions??? Contact: Kandy Mink x4986

FREE REFRESHMENTS'

IMrtlRGlH] 31, 1989
SOLOnOH (LECTURE IHlrillLIL
8 : 00 P.DU.
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Tarnished And Battered Armor
A Star Takes A Fall
Success Despite Overwhelming Odds
Player Profile: Braulio Castillo

by Angelo Lombardo
College athletes have been coming under
heavy criticism lately. Drug arrestsand other
criminal charges have tarnished the name of
college athletics. The players defense is that
they are victims of a turbulent back ground,
unable to cope with the demands of sports as
well as academics. They claim that thecrime
is a by-product of their confusion.
However, not all athletes fall into this abyss
of crime and confusion. Despite the odds,
they are determined to over come some of the
overwhelming odds and become a model for
college athletics as well as athletes every
where. Braulio Castillo is with out doubt a
member of this elite corps of athletes.
Castillo is from El Centra California. He
attended Imperial high school where he quarterbacked his team to two CIF champion
ships. His work in theclassroom as well as on
the field helped earn him a congressional bid
to attend West Point. While there he played
for Army's freshman team and started the last
two games of the season. Despiteexcelling in
all aspects of the Academy Braulio longed to
be closer to his family in San Diego. After
moving toSan Diego, he started two years for
San Diego City College where he earned
team captain and most valuable player hon
ors. From there he came to USD where
helped lead the Toreros to two of their most
successful season. His dominance on the
field is only surpassed by his work in the class
room. As a Business Finance major he has a
3.5 GPA and will be graduating in May with
departmental honors.
Such achievements are enough for anyone
to be proud, but his achievements become

twice as admirable when one considers the
over whelming odds that he had to battle
while growing up. Son of a migrant farm
worker, his father died working in the field
when Braulio was seven. As the third oldest
male, the responsibility fell upon him and his
two older brothers to raise the rest of the
family.
During grade school and part of high school
Braulio seldom saw his mother because she
worked three jobs at once to keep her children
clothed and feed. Being a first generation
American, Braulio himself was faced with
the handicap of not being able to speak Eng
lish until the third grade.
Sports began to emerge as an important part
of Braulio's life. Participating in Little League
base ball and Pop Warner football was a way
to escape the sometimes harsh reality that
surrounded him. He quickly began to excel
and was an valuable to his teams even at a
young age.
It shouldn't be surprising that Braulio seems
to excel in life as well as sports, winning is a
tradition in his home. Perhaps the greatest
champion in the Castillo house hold is his
mother. Married at eighteen and widowed
not long after she was faced with the task of
supporting a hungry family in strange land.
With little more than a third grade education
she taught herself English by reading maga
zines and watching television. She worked
long hours which kept her away from the
family, a torment for any mother who loves
her children. Despite all this she is now a
successful property manager. "She's my
hero" says Braulio. "When you look at where
she is after what she had to go through, it's
incredible. She gave all she could while
growing up despite the little money we had."
With such a role model as mentor it's of
little surprise he turned out the way he did.
After graduation, Braulio faces the option of
going to work for commercial development
firm or, going to Europe to play professional
football. The Amsterdam Crusaders have
extended Castillo an invitation to play line
backer and tight end. "I'll only go if I don't
get the job", says Braulio. "It's time to move
on and put sports away."
Despite all of Braulio's achievements, the
one he will be most proud of is when he
graduates in May. "I'll be the first one in my
family to graduatefrom college", says Brau
lio. "But more important than that, it will be
the day my mother will be the proudest she

by Chris Orr
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When a hero is stripped of his shining
1^
armor, everyone suffers. Steve Garvey,
the Mr. Clean of baseball has had its armor
tarnished and battered.
V —7
by Chris Orr
Recently, Garvey, whom California Re . . j
publican Party bigwigs have talked about
room for much faith in the world.
as future political candidate material, has
Before I preach to you any further, here's
become embroiled in a sex scandal that
a
little more background on the Iron Man.
rivals anything that Gary Hart, Jimmy
He was a key player during several Na
S waggart or Jim Baker could ever have ac
tional
League and World Series champion
complished.
ships
while
playing for theLA Dodgers and
The bomb dropped on The Garv last month
after it was revealed that he apparently had the San Diego Padres, owns and operates a
impregnated two women, one an ex-fian successful marketing company and has
spent the past four years on the University
cee, just before tying the knot with Canof San Diego Board of Trustees.
dance Thomas.
How many of you can honestly say that
Judith Ross, a long time girlfriend, had a
baby that might be his, and Rebecka Men- you knew that Garvey was on the
denhall, a CNN assignment editor, says she University's governing board? Well he
is pregnant with his child. If that isn't isn' t anymore. He resigned his post a week
hitting into into a double play, I don't know ago in the face of his scandal. Talk about
adding insult to injury.
what is.
Meanwhile, Garvey is busy trying to ob Are people now going to look at him as one
of the greats of the game? Or will they view
tain an annulment of his first marriage to
him as a sex fiend? What about other ath
Cyndy Garvey.
While it is true that even great sports stars letes? Hopefully they will get a clue and
and politicians are human and have human keep themselves clean. Drugs, women,
needs, they need to be at least a little more money and alcohol have proven to be the
discreet about their flings. Everyone looks fall of more than one public personage (Re
up to them, especially kids and aspiring member Wade Boggs of the Boston Red
Sox?), but to me Garvey's fall hits a little
athletes.
It doesn't do anyone any good to see closer to home. Is baseball, the All Ameri
someone they have looked up to for years can sport, susceptible to scandal and greed?
brought down by scandal. It doesn't leave Sadly enough it is.

Sportstalk
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The Road To The Final Four Begins!!
by Chris Orr
On Monday, the National College Athletics
Association released its 64 team tournament
seedings. There will be teams from 32 states
and 31 conferences including two from the
WCAC, St. Mary's, eighth in the west and
Loyola Marymount, 12th in the Midwest.
Round one, which begins lasts from March
16-17 will cut the field in half. The lucky
winners will play on the 18-19 for round two
on the road to the Final Four.
Regionals will be played at the end of March
during our Spring Break. The Final Four
games will take place on April Fools Day and
the teams that survive will play on April 3 for
the championship.

If you follow the tournament there are a few
teams that you should keep an eye on besides
your top seed teams like Duke, Georgetown,
Oklahoma and Arizona.
There are middle seed teams like NevadaLas Vegas, St, Mary's and Seton-Hall who
can easily surprise the top seeds. Then there
is always the possibility of Cinderella upsets
from teams like George Mason, Providence
and
Continued on page 20
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has ever been".
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Golf Team Wins First Tournament
by Chris Orr
For the first time in many years the US D
golf team has won a golf tournament.
Earlier this week the Toreros won the
sixth annual Sun Valley Waterbeds-USD
Golf Tournament with a score of 603.
USD's blue team was paced by Geoff
Dean who set the tournament low score
of 71 on Monday. The top players were
Mike Murphy of Pepperdine who shot a
147 followed by Geoff Dean who scored
148. Rick Schulz took third with 149.

• 1)

Tom Shea tied for fifth place with 153.
Creighton Aotani tied forsixth with 155.
USD'sclosest competitor in the tourna
ment was USIU with a composite of 621.
Pepperdine finished third with 627 and
Cal StateNorthridgeshota final score of
633.
Sun Valley president Frank Seif from
Phoenix, Arizona was on hand to hand
out awards for the top three teams and
individual trophies.
• -
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USD Goes 2-1. Moves Up To #16 In Polls
Jennifer Larking Slides Into #36 Spot

by Katey Potts
The university of San Diego
women's tennis team is presendy
ranked 16th in the country. It is the
first timeever the lady Toreras have
been in the top 20. Senior, Jennifer
Larking, is presendy ranked 36 in
singles in the country.
The Toreras moved up their rank
ing by going 2and 1 this past week
end by beating Western Michigan,
Alabama, and losing a tough one to
Pepperdine.
The Toreras beat Weatern Michi
gan last Thursday an incredible9-0.
Saturday it was Pepperdine get
ting revenge on the Toreras, beat
ing them 7-2. The Toreras had
beaten the Waves earlier in the

season 5-4.
Doubles play is where the Toreras
received their two wins. Jennifer
Larking and Aby Brayton beat their
opponents 6-3 and 6-2. TonyaFuller
and Kelley Jewell won by forfeit
due to an injury by the Waves.
On Sunday the Toreras simply
outplayed Alabama winning an easy
7-2.
After singles play the Toreras were
up 6-0. Winning were Christy
Drage, Chris Schmeidel, Jennifer
Larking, TonyaFuller, Tuck Kacharoen, and Aby Brayton.
The doubles team of Jennifer
Larking and Aby Brayton went 3-0

this past week, playing at their best
in each match..
This past Tuesday the Toreras
defeated North Carolina 7-2. After
their match coach Sherri Stephens
announced the Toreras 16th rank
ing. Captain Kelley Jewell said
their team was extremely excited
about their ranking and their goal is
to make it to the nationals. The
Toreras will be practicing every
day over spring break in hopes to
make their dream of nationals come
true.
We would like to congratulate the
Toreras on their new ranking and
their three big wins this past week.

Rugby Sweeps UCSB Anteaters
USD's Curtis Dadian returns a volley as USD raises its record to

13-3.

photo courtesy Ed Collins

Toreros Defeat Three At Home
USD Beats USN, NCS&UNC

Sports Information Center
USD's men's tennis team upped
its record to 13-3 last week after
winning three matches in as many
tries.
The Toreros, ranked #21 in the
nation, defeated, in succession,
Navy, North Carolina State and the
University of North Carolina on
USD's home courts.
Each contest was more of a chal
lenge than the previous. The Tore
ros bested Navy 7-2, NCS 6-3 and
UNC 5-4.
Tuesday's match against Navy
marked the 10th time USD has
clinched the victory in singles.
Winning were Mark Farren, Chris
Toomey, Dan Mattera, Curtis
Dadian and Rick Matheson. The
only losses were suffered by #1
Dave Stewart and the #3 doubles
team of Thomas Simonsen and Peter
Choi.
On Wednesday, the Toreros battled
a scrappy squad from North Caro
lina State. Five of the nine contests
went to the limit of three sets, with
USD winning three.
Stewart,
Toomey, Mattera and Matheson
gave the Toreros a 4-2 lead going
into doubles.
The teams of Stewart and Tim
Bubnack (#1) and Farren-Toomey
clinched the win, which was espe
cially pleasing to coach Ed Collins.
"It's nice to win in singles, but it's
better for the overall confidence of
the team to have to come through in
the doubles," said Collins.
Collins praised the efforts of Far
ren and Toomey, who have steadily
improved their doubles play and
record (8-2), and the performance
of junior Tim Bubnack, who filled
in for Stewart's partner Jose Luis
Noriega, who is recovering from an
injury.

Saturday, the netters took on the
Tarheels, one of the perennial
powerhouses of the Atlantic Coast
Conference (ACC). As expected,
the outcome was in question until
the final match.
For a while it looked as though the
locals would be lucky to scrapout a
couple of singles points, as the first
two matches were won by the Uni
versity of North Carolina.
David Pollack defeated Stewart 62,7-5 at #1 and Don Johnson beat
Farren 6-4,6-2 at #2. At #3 singles
UNC's Bryan Jones put an end to
Chris Toomey's 10 match win
streak, winning by 4-6,6-4,6-2.
Thanks to the determination of
Toreros Mattera, Dadian and
Matheson, USD managed to split
the singles.
"Each deserves their share of rec
ognition, but Rick (Matheson) car
ried a big load when we were down
3-2," said Collins.
Collins was referring to the come
from behind, 2 1/2 hour victory
against a psyched Andre Janasik,at
#6 singles.
"The first set lasted for over an
hour and Rick lost it 6-4," said
Collins. "He could have thrown it
in, but that's not Rick's style,"
In the deciding doubles, the Tore
ros split at #1 and #3; StewartBubnack lost 7-6,6-3 and DadianMatterawon7-5,6-4. The outcome
was left in the hands of Mark Farren
and Chris Toomey at #2, who made
the most of the pressure filled situ
ation, and won decisively 6-3,6-0.
The Toreros can be seen in action
tomorrow in the first round of the
USD Invitational which includes
teams from Pacific, Dartmouth,
Yale, New Mexico, Iowa, Wash
ington and Princeton. Play contin
ues through Sunday

by Jonathan Canedo
Early game heriocs by Dan Davis
and Jeff LaBlanc gave victories to
the Toreros in both games played
last Saturday. Kicks by both play
ers into a brisk wind provided the
margins of victory as USD downed
UC Irvine 6-0 and 3-0.
In the first game, USD received
two free kicks early in the first half
after penalties by Irvine. With the
wind in his face, Davis made both
of the attempts, the second kick
hitting an upright but still bouncing
through for the score. In the second
game, it was LaBlanc who booted
the penalty kickearly in the game to
give USD all the points they needed
as the Toreros shut down the Anteaters.
Both sides for USD had excellent

crisp passing. Inside center Chris
Shepard had a terrific game as he

Josh Martin had the third hit of the
week in the first game. On a line-

games. The forwards completely
tyrannized the control aspect of the
game while the backs provided
several thrilling moments with
exciting runs and towering kicks.
The front rows once again domi
nated their opposition as the props
and hookers moved as a single unit.
However, Prop Dave King saw his
dream of scoring a try in four straight
games go unrealized as he failed to
score. The locks also played well,
especially Fil Andersons who ran
with the ball with reckless ambi
tion, creating many thrilling mo
ments. 8-man Davis and the two
wing forwards, Chris King and Josh
Martin, also played well, playing
with the intensity that is their trade
mark.
The backs electrified the crowd
with their breathtaking runs and

delivered many punishing hits all
day to Irvine. The other backs,
notably Kory Lee, Jonathan Ed
wards, Paul Fiori, and fullback Tony
Lombardo, also had outstanding
games. Scrumhalves John Penrith
and Tim Hite also played superbly,
both in their ball handling and play
calling.
This weekend also saw a plethora
of brutal tackles which all qualified
as hits of the week. Chris Shepard
had one of them. He delivered a
hellacious clothesline tackle which
fired up the crowd. Tony Lom
bardo then followed with a per
fectly timed hit to an Irvine player
right as the player caught a high
kick. The hit, reminiscent of a play
by hard-hitting Joe Zyburt a few
weeks ago, separated the opposing
player from the ball.

out, Martin caughtapass then turned
into an Irvine player who attempted
a tackle. But, Martin lowered his
shoulder and bowled over the de
fender to make a good gain on the
play. In the second game, Jason
Romero had the hit as he gave a
perfectly thrown stiff arm which
knocked an Irvine tackier off his
feet.
The Toreros next play this week
end as they hostLoyola Marymount
at West Point Field. The game
starts at 1:00 pm. Come on out to
support the Toreros as they take on
the Lions.
Following this weekend, the USD
Rugby Club travels to Palm Springs
to play in a tournament over Spring
Break.

Toreros and Anteaters scramble for the ball after it is put into play.

photo by Bob Burnett

Crew Teams Wins Three Loses Five
by Jonathan Canedo
Last weekend, at the Mission
Bay Aquatic Center, USD's crew
team rowed against the Univer
sity of California, Santa Barbara,
in a series of eight races. All of the
races competed over a 2000 meter
course. The Toreros won three of
the races but lost the other five,

including a heart-stopping loss
when the men's varsity 8 boat hit a
buoy while in the lead.
In other men's races, the varsity 4
boat rowed the 2000 meter course
with a time of 7:05 to win by one
second. The freshmen 8 boat also
won, winning an extremely close
race by a margin of only 3/100 of a

second. In the final men's race,
the junior varsity 8 boat lost in
another close race.
The women also competed in
four races. In their first race, the
women's varsi ty 8 boat won by a
margin of two seconds. The
women's varsity 4 and their two
novice boats all lost their races.
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Pristto And Allision Score Big Tennis Wins
No Games 'Till After Spring Break

B-Ball Action Tips Off
As the NCAA Basketball tournament takes
shape, so does the 51 team intramural basket
ball league. Three divisions include a fac
ulty-staff league as well as Men's A and B
league.
The Sports Center opened the season with
a 56-33 win over Student Affairs. Led by
the hustle of Kevin McGarry and the shoot
ing touch of Karen Skemp who scored 17
points, the Sports Center led this one the
entire way. In the other faculty/staff game,
the Dribblin Demons and the Staff Slammers took theirgame down to the wireand it
was the Dribblin Demons who snuck away
with the 30-27 victory.
A-league action heated up as the Dream
Team used double figure performances by 5
team members to beat The Team 75-59.
Brian Anderson and Kenny Zampese poured
in 15 each to offset an 18 point performance
by Will Polimadei of the The Team. The
B.O.O.B.S. shot down Shot in Your Face
50-43 in another A-league game. Jed Rucker
of B.O.O.B.S. led all players with 16 points
and 9 rebounds.
Sigma High floated over Elephants in the
Park 46-34. Charlie Wickstrand scored 18
points and pulled down 15 rebounds for
Sigma High. Liquor Boxoutscored Quadraphenia 67-52 despite Jeff Harding hit 11
of 12 free throws and ending up with 17
points. Order the Shirts 3XL topped the
Rainbow Coalition Homeboys 72-59 de
spite a 19 point performance by Braulio
Castillo of the Homeboys. Dan Lavis
pumped in 16 for the victors.
In B league action, Fine Green Cannibus
held on to a 42-40 overtime win over Throw
It In in a tough Monday night match-up.
Dribble After You Shoot used a 21 point
performance by Jon Breznekof and an ice
cold second half by the entire Fouled Out
team to walk away with an easy 35-17 win.
In another blow-out, You'll Pay For That
crippled Jerrys Kids 68-30. Mike Bateman
had 22 points. Bad Boys Running Wild ran
out of talent and lost to No Names 40-24.
Ugly was the only way to describe the Five
Cute Jocks as they dropped a 65-24 decision
to T Tags.
DD's Revenge outlasted Penetrate and
Shoot 49-40 in a tight B league contest in

which DD's Rick Cuts had 18 points and 15
rebounds. The Kind could not keep up with
Positive Vibration and lost 55-43. Brian
Leibrecht and John Keenan led the way for
Positive Vibration in what was a nip and
tuck game until the final minutes. Rich
Hosada's 16 points offset a 21 point per
formance by John Hoffman as Hosada's Pigs
in the Paint beat the Old Dorks 67-44. The
Pugalist outscored Raymond's Wang 6734 to round out the B-3 league. With no help
from Ray Wang, Thane Hall had 16 points
for Raymond's Wang but The Pugalist
used 15 points each from Mike Radez and
Vince Patrick for the win. In B-4 action,
Eight Ball controlled 3M TA3 the entire
game to secure a 54-35 victory behind Leo
Ronces' 11 points. Cyclohooptane held off
Nibs and Nobs to win 60-50. John Huberty
had 15 points for Cyclohooptane including
7 points by free throws. John Kleppe of Nibs
and Nobs had an impressive 19 points in a
losing cause. Another tight game saw Sigma
Chi II defeat Stop It or I'll Shoot 60-51. A1
Rosen had the hot hand for Sigma Chi n
with 21 points and Dean Wartelle controlled
the boards with 9 rebounds.
Rebel Cats suffocated Blue Balls 53-35 in
what was a 4 point game at the half. Blue
Balls lacked offense as only David Hoiles
reached double figures. Mike Collier led all
scorers with 15. Pi Hackers squeaked by
Drive DeepThen Pull Out 53-44 toget their
first win in what is shaping up to be a close
division (B-5) in the B league. The Pi
Hackers used an offensive attack of consis
tency as every member of the team dropped
in at least 4 points. In a low scoring, defen
sive game, the Pi Gunners edged Our Balls
are Bigger 36-25. In front of a sell-out
crowd, Air Delta Force outlasted the Cherry
Pickers to nab a 39-33 win behind Tony's 14
points. The all-female No Balls Necessary
looked for a few minutes like it could survive
in this league as they commanded a 21-20
lead with 10 minutes left in the first half, but
Stick it in Your Hoop turned it on to destroy
all hopes and came away withan 82-32 win.
Todd Macy scored 18 points, 12 in the sec
ond half to leave no doubt about anyone's
manhood for Stick it in Your Hoop. Karen
Skemp paced No Balls Necessary with 12
points.

Beach Volleyball Dates Changed
It has become a semesterly ritual at
USD and the Spring of 1989 will be no
exception. The date of the Beach Vol
leyball Doubles tournament has been
changed. Make a noteon your calendar
that Sunday, April 23 is the new date Those of you who have followed this
tournament over the years porbably did
that already.

Once again, there will be divisions for
mens, womens, and co-rec teams and
play will be held at Ocean Beach. The
rules are the same as in the past except
points will only be scored on service.
The entry fee is only $2.00 per team so
start organizing your teams and plan to
join in on the fun of Beach Volleyball

Announcements
For information concerning IM sports, call 260-4533.
The Mini-Triathalon will be held April 15. Start training now!

For all you tennis players who didn't
show upWednesday night-Spring Break
isn't until next week. It must have been
rumored to be last week since only 2 of
the 9 matches were played on Wednes
day. Even then the final match was a
quick one as Maria Prietto defeated
Jane Hunter at an easy 6-0,6-0 for her
first B-league victory. There'sno doubt
Prietto is the one to watch in the women's
B-league.
Concerning the rest of this league, the
action was quite slow. Sherrie O'Brien
easily took Judy Lindemuth 6-4, 6-2
and Lisa Lewallen played a strong
match over Amie Hutchinson 6-2,6-1.
Men's B league followed basically the
same with the winners easily dominat
ing. Mori Mesforoosh beat Alan Izzo
6-1,6-0. Eric Arinduque overcame
Jim Martone 6-1,7-5 and Gylve Setlo
won 6-1,6-3 beating David Lehnhardt.
However, there was a match that wasn't
quite as one sided. Chris Stricbel and
Don Destino played ther marathon
match for a leisurely two and a half
hours. Stricbel finally took charge and
beat Destino 6-2,3-6,6-2. OleBjerke
and Brent Eidson also managed to get
in some good rallies with Bjerke stay
ing out on top with a score of 6-3,6-2.

Both Men's and Women's A league
showed strong players and lots of ac
tion on the court. In the Women's
league,Molly SarkisianbeatoutKym
Piekunka fairly easily and Sara Costigan took control in her match right
from the start with a 6-1,6-0 win over
Joanna Singer. The final match
between Genny Boccatdo and Kelly
Purcell left Boccardo on top with a
score of 6-2,7-5.
In Men's A action, AI Allison, Dave
Bernauer and Don Morris were all
able to defeat their opponents, each of
them gaining their second win. Allison
took Mark McEnroe for a victory of
6-1,6-0. Allison is easily showing the
younger players his strength and skill.
More action followed but not too many
surprises as Bernauer beatMark D iver
6-1,6-3. Other matches finished with
Morris dominating over Mark
Edwards 6-1,7-5. Jason Tyer easily
defeated Scott Cook6-1,6-0and Luke
Gaughan easily won overTrever Hay
6-2,6-2. The final match saw quite a
few problems with some forgotten ten
nis balls and broken racket strings. But
all ended well for Stu Cristall who
overcame Scott Poncetta 6-2, 7-5.
Each put in a tough fight.

Six Pack Rats Beat Balls Out
Thank you toall the Thursday night Volley
ball teams who showed up despite the 3 day
weekend. 15 out of 16 matches were played.
In A leagueCo-Rec, the Six Pack Rats won
over Balls Out 15-5, 15-9. Peter Duncan
was the main contributer. Night Putting just
got by those same Rats in a 15-5,6-16,155 side-out barrage. Molly Murphy and the
Kamikaze Spikers mesmerized FLA VT159,15-11. Player of the week Meg Estey and
her Short But Sweet teammates proved that
Facial Disgracial probably shouldn't have
moved up to A league so fast as'they deliv
ered a 15-2,15-5 thrashing. Dive and Dig
spiked there way past the not so Spiked
Coconuts 15-8,15-4. Jim Spina had 9 kills
and Matt Sampson had 15 kills all set up by
Anne Sperrazo's setting. Dan Scully had 5
kills for Spiked Coconuts.

In Mens A league, Kevin Kosha of No Way
We Can Lose had some brilliant sets to help
his team squeek by We Spank 13-15,15-7,
16-14. Rob Gomey had 15 kills to lead We
Spank. This match lasted over one and one
half hours and may have been the most
exciting ever played here.
In B league Co-Rec action, Floor Play was
managed by Mike Carri and carried by Clint
Wetmore and Jackie Genovere. Floor Play
beatP-Tag 15-10,7-15,16-14. P-Taghad
an injury and were forced to use only 3
players in this marathon match. The Loss
Spreaders roofed Half and Half 15-5,1510. Sorensen defeated Four Aces in 3 and
Spike These Balls beat Dig-N-It 15-8,15-3.
Note to team captains: Please check updated
volleyball schedules. There have been some
changes. Then have a great vacation!

SKYDIVE
at
San Diego Air Sports Center
°) S tatic Line & Tandem
First Jump Courses Available
ps Train & jump the same day
Call for class times

Discounts Available
with student ID

LOOKING FOR
a Fraternity, Sorority,
or Student Organization

that would like to make

$500-$l,000
for a one week
on-campus
marketing project.
Must be organized and
hardworking.
CALL BILL
at
(619) 463-1230

421-0968
i

Floor Hockey Playoff Preview
IM Distinctions
Only One Week Remains
There is only one week remaining in the
regular season of IM Floor Hockey but there
is three weeks left until these final games will
by played. To help overcome this lack of
activity, this space will be used to take a look
at how the top teams are fairing and what
may happen to them come playoff time. This
week, a look at the mens B league:
What is happening down at San Rafael?
Are they putting steroids in the water or
what? The Raffy Rats, long an easy "W" for
any opponent, have become the terror of Bleague. John Baltzersen and Tony Caravade
lead a potent offensive attack while Vince
Bianci has allowed but one goal in four
games. Although "The Rats" don't Figure to
win it all, they may surprise a team or two
come playoff time. Certainly, they are a
solid bet to maintain their #1 ranking.
If anyone else is to finish on top of the Bleague it most likey will be a team from Phi
Kappa Theta. Both the Phi Kap Puck-Ups
and the Phi Slaps have the talent to be the
best of the B-league. Unfortunatley, both
also have a tendency to lose their cool on
occasion. The Phi Slaps are keyed by the
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Mens Tennis - A League
Match of the Week: Stuart Cristall vs Scott Poncetta
Player of the Week: A1 Allison

solid goatending of Adam Foxx and the
offensive firepower of TP McCabe and Dave
Kingsley. Except for a 1-0 loss to the Raffy
Rats, Foxx's team would be unbeaten. The
Puck-Ups have only a 1-1 tie to the Staff
Slashers marring their otherwise perfect 30-1 record.
Speaking of the Staff Slashers, the drop to
B-league seems to have given these old
timers a new lease on life. Balanced scoring
has led Steve Nellis' team to a 2-0-1 record,
but the amazing thing about this squad is the
lack of penalties that they have committed.
Perhaps the large court makes it impossible
for these veterans to catch up to anyone in
order to deliver an illegal hit.
There is one darkhouse team in the Bleague. After an opening game 1-0 loss to the
Puck-Ups, Guy With Great Sticks have
won their last two games. With a victory
over the Staff Slashers in their final game,
Rick Anderson's team would qualify for the
playoffs and may have some momentum
come post season time when the A-league
teams become the competition.

Mens Tennis - B League
Match of the Week: Don Destino vs Chris Stricbel
Player of the Week: Chris Stricbel
Womens Tennis - A League
Match of the Week: Kym Piekunka vs Molly Sarkisian
Player of the Week: Molly Sarkisian
Women's Tennis - A League
Match of the Week: Lisa Lcwallen vs Amie Hutchinson
Player of the Week: Maria Prietto
5x5 Basketball - A League
Game of the Week:" B.O.O.B.S. vs Shot In Your Face
Team of the Week: Order the Shirts XXXL
Player of the Week: Skip DcMuro (Liquor Box)
5x5 Basketball - B League
Game of the Week: Fine Green Cannibus vs Threw It In
Team of the Week: Air Delta Force
Player of the Week: A1 Rosen (Sgma Chi II)
5x5 Basketball - F/S League
Game of the Week: Dribblin Demons
Team of the Week: Dribblin Demons vs Staff Slammers
Player of the Week: Karen Skemp (Sports Center)

Polo Entries Still Accepted
Did you miss yesterday's deadine for turn
ing in your team entry for Innertube Water
Polo? If you did and you are not too embar
rassed to admit it, then we still have a spot for
you. League schedules will not be finalized
until Friday,so entries will be accepted until
5:00pm tonight.
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The league will be run on Fridays starting
March 31 from 3:00pm until 8:00pm. Four
men and three women make up a team and
you can place up to 11 players on your roster.
So stop by the IM office today and sign-up to
play Innertube Water Polo.

Mens Volleyball - A League
Match of the Week: No Way We Can Lose vs We Spank
Team of the Week: No Way We Can Lose
Player of the Week: Rob Gomey (We Spank)
Co-Rec Volleybvall - A League
Match of the Week: Six Pack Rats vs Night Putting
Team of the Week: Kamikaze Spikers
Male Player of the Week: Matt Sampson (Dive and Dig)
Female Player of the Week: Meg Estey (Short But Sweet)
Co-Rec Volleyball - B League
Match of the Week: Valley Bunch vs Dragon Sayers
Team of the Week: P-Tag
Male Player of the Week: TP McCabe (Valley Bunch)
Female Player of the Week: Jackie Gcnovese (Floor Play)

(/>

Can You Make
This Call?
f

P-Tag: "Never say die" is the only way to describe the
attitude displayed by the P-Tag volleyball team last week.
Before the game had even started, Antonin Matasuda
dislocated his shoulder and was lost for the match. Then
it was up to Randy Soriano to take his friend to the hospital.
This left P-Tag with only three players. Despite this fact,
they played hard and although they did not beat Floor
Play, the Budweiser Team of the Week did make their
opponents earn their 15-10,7-15,16-14 victory.
Also considered: Valley Bunch (Co-Rec volleyball),
and Order the Shirts XXXL (Basketball).

>

Day Camp Staff from San
Francisco/East Bay for
counselors, swim staff,
swim director, fishing, sports,
environmental education,
riding instructor, maintenance
position.

Roughing It

Day Camp
P.O. Box 1266
Orinda, California 94563
(415) 283-3795

A number of players learned the rules the
hard way during the first week of IM volley
ball action. Two to note: l)You can play the
ball off the ceiling if it stays on your side of
the net and 2) You can not block or spike a
serve.
, Now for the your make the call question:
Hypothetically, let's say Larry Close of
Swallow or Wear It throws the ball up for a
jump serve. His last step was behing the
service line, but he is completely over the
line in mid air when he contacts the ball. Is
this a legal serve?
The intramural staff would like to thank the
volleyball and basketball student officials
for a job well done last week. Keep up the
good work.
Answer: This is a completely legal serve as
long as both feet are behind the line when the
server leaves the ground.

J
Budweiser I

Subway IM Game
Of The Week
The results of last week's Subway IM Game of
the Week were not available at press time, but we
do have information regarding the next battle for
the sandwich.
The intramural pages have not been kind to the
fraternities of USD over the last few weeks. It
might be argued that the negative publicity ws
deserved, but still it is also good to give credit
where credit isdue. Over the years. Sigma Chi has
always fielded one of the strongest co-rec volley
ball teams in the program. On Wednesday, March
29 at 5:30 pm, they will get a chance to prove how
good they are this year when Colby Young's team
takes on the Six Pack Rats in the Subway IM
Game of the Week.

Square Pan Players
Of The Week

#

S
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Enjoy Floor Hockey on the new Hockey Arena down by the softball field

NCAA Seedings

Continued from page 16
Creighton.
Has Skip DiMuro finally found a legal basketball Some of you will remember last years number one seed
team to play for? Although the jury is still out on Indiana being upset by Richmond. Richmond went on to
that, one thing is certain, DiMuro's performance the Final 16 before being knocked out by Temple.
There are some questions about the seedings though.
last week stamped his as one of the top A-league
The
Southeastern Conference managed to place five
players. As Liquor Box rolled to a 67-53 win over
teams
in the tournament while the Big West,formerly the
Quadraphenia, DiMuro scored 27 points and
PCAA
sent only one. New Mexico, which finished
pulled down 9 rebounds to earn his Square Pan IM
second
in
the Big West behind UNLV did not get a bid.
Player of the Week award.
There
is
some
concern that a team that finished second
On the distaff side, Jackie Genovese had herself
could
not
get
a
bid when several teams that finished
quite a week. She scored 8 points in the faculty/
fourth
and
fifth
could
get invited to the tournament.
staff basketball league as the Dribblin Demons
Traditionally,
the
majority
of bids have gone to East
won a 30-27 thriller from the Staff Stammers.
Coast
teams:
Big
East,
Big
Ten
and Big Eight among
Then she served three crucial aces to lead Floor
others.
It
hasn't
been
until
recently
that teams from the
Play to a 15-10, 7-15, 16-14 volleyball victory
west
have
come
to
the
forefront.
overP-Tag.
UNLV and Arizona immediately spring to mind as does
UCLA and newcomer Loyola Marymount. While these
teams have made a name for the west, their conferences
tend to go largely unnoticed. Ask anyone from the east

and they couldn't tell you anything about the
Big West, Pac-10 or WCAC.
Despite the lack of recognition each of the 64
teams selected is guaranteed at least $250,000
for their school, the 32 round one winners get
$500,000 and Final Four teams can get at a
minimum $1,231,000.
The Final Four and championship games will
be played in the King Dome in Seattle, Wash
ington. This should be one of the better tourna
ments in recent years.

e/ser

